I’ve travelled a lot on Amtrak over the years. At one time or another I’d taken most of the major trains that head west: the
California Zephyr, the Southwest Chief, and the Empire Builder. There was one branch of the Amtrak map, though, that I’d never taken.
That was the Sunset Limited, the once grand old train that runs across the bottom of the country on the old Southern Pacific tracks. I’ve
always wanted to take that train, and the wish would finally be granted on this trip.
My main vacation in 2016 would take me to Los Angeles. I haven’t been to that city in a decade, yet when I stepped off the train
platform at Union Station it seemed like I’d just been there yesterday. Everything was wonderfully familiar. L.A. is not a city I know really
well (like Chicago), but it’s still a place that feels like home. It was good to get back there—to return to some old favorite places and to
check out some things I hadn’t seen before.

While our trip wouldn’t officially begin until tomorrow, I’m starting my
re-cap today. My sister Margaret, who would accompany me on this
vacation, came over to my place around 1:30pm. The bulk of the day was
spent working with her laptop computer. She wanted to install Windows 10
on the machine before the free upgrade offer expired. When I upgraded my
two computers a year ago, all the necessary programs downloaded in the
background for days or weeks prior to the changeover. Margaret’s computer
is rarely online, though, so everything needed to be downloaded from
scratch. Originally I’d had the idea of taking the computer with us and using
the hotel wifi at our first stop to do the upgrade. I opted instead to hook her
computer up to my internet connection and do it here. I’m glad I did because
it took literally all afternoon and evening to make the change. Indeed, it was
still installing the new programs in the when we went to bed around midnight.
Everything did seem to go okay, but it was a very long process.
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We didn’t leave home at all today, but it was fun just sitting around and talking. For dinner we had pork chops and rice, and
we had fruit pot pies with ice cream for dessert. It was hardly an exciting day, but good nonetheless.

The Windows 10 updated finished in the middle of the night, after about twelve total hours. Margaret’s computer just needed a
re-start this morning, and everything seemed to be working fine.
We just had toast and coffee for breakfast this morning. The toast was intentional to use up bread I’d brought to prepare for
communion at church today. Shortly before 9:00 we walked over to my church (about three-fourths of a mile from home). I set out the
bread on the silver trays we used and filled the little mini-cups with wine and juice. Then we went back to the sanctuary to await the
service. Church itself was rather dull, with a sort of stream-of-consciousness sermon. Also, as is always true at my church, the
announcements went on far too long. We got through it, though, and I cleaned up the communion elements and we made our way home
again.
Another of my church responsibilities is preparing the sermon recordings for our church website and for the local radio station.
I spent about another hour once we got home getting that taken care of. Normally I’d take the sermon CD out to the radio station myself,
but since they’re only open business hours I instead put it in a padded envelope with $2.32 worth of postage. That seems like a fortune
to me, but it’s what it costs to mail a single CD.
We ended up leaving Algona shortly after noon, heading out in my black Mitsubishi Eclipse. It was a bright, sunny day, but
surprisingly cool with the mercury around 70 o. We encountered a few motorcycles leaving the big ABATE rally Algona had just finished
hosting. Otherwise traffic was fairly light, and we had an uneventful drive as we headed south on US 169 and then east on highway 20.
Our only stop was at the McDonalds in Elk Run Heights (just east of Waterloo), where we got smoothies. The girl at the counter told us

it was “happy hour” (an interesting concept at McDonalds), and it would actually be cheaper to get medium smoothies than smalls. That’s
what we had, and they were most refreshing.
We continued down I-380, which had surprisingly little traffic and made for a pleasant drive. We turned eastward on I-80 and
reached our destination in the Quad Cities around 5pm.
Tonight’s hotel was one of many we’d booked for free as a point redemption from the Choice Privileges program. After scanning
many possible places to stay, I’d settled on the Econolodge in Bettendorf, which got surprisingly good reviews online and also used just
6,000 Choice points, the minimum required for redemption. Not many hotels are available at that rate, and this place was a much better
deal with points than for the $89 they charged for a AAA rate. The woman at the desk was quite abrupt and distant, but eventually I got
my keys.
An advantage of using a point redemption was that we were able to have any room type at the same rate. We ended up with
an enormous room with two queen beds and a couch. There was also a refrigerator and microwave. Everything was clean and wel lkept, and it was a very quiet motel. The main disadvantage of the place was that it was close to nothing at all. To get there you exit I-74
(the Quad Cities’ crosstown freeway) at Kimberly Road. Then you have to drive about half a mile eastward, turn left and drive a quarter
mile or so, and then turn left again and drive another half mile—nearly ending up back at the interchange of I-74 and I-80. The motel is
in a nondescript office park, with only professional offices anywhere close. Strangely there’s not a curb cut at the entrance to the hotel,
so you have to bump over a curb to enter the parking lot. The nearest business is a 7-11 convenience store that is clear back at the first
turn on Kimberly Road. I’m not sure why they even built a motel in this location, but since we weren’t really here to see the Quad Cities,
it worked all right for us.
Margaret has gotten very interested in genealogy lately, so once we’d settled in she spent quite a bit of time with her computer
on the Ancestry.com website. Watching her do things on the site, I honestly think I’d find it a chore to look up all the information—which
seems strangely scattered, rather than well organized. She seems to enjoy it, though, and I must say she’s traced the family tree a LONG
ways back. We always knew we had ancestors who came to America on the Mayflower (and the other branches of the family also mostly
pre-date the American Revolution). She’s found branches in England, France, Belgium, Holland, and Switzerland—some of which go
back as much as a thousand years, though. I’m interested in seeing the results of everything, but I’m glad I’m not the one doing the
searching.
We bought gas at the 7-11 station. The price was $2.149 a gallon, which was 11¢ cheaper than the going rate in Algona. It
would be the lowest gas price we’d see for quite a while, too.
We crossed the interstate and had dinner at Applebee’s, where the hostess opened the door for us to enter. We chose their
two for $20 offer. I had fiesta lime chicken, which was excellent. It came with rice and an enormous portion of tortilla strips. Margaret
chose to have a cheeseburger and fries, a choice I found interesting since she always says she doesn’t like sandwiches. She said she
enjoyed the burger at Applebee’s, though. The meal came with a choice of appetizers. We had their side salads, and it was one of the
best salads I’ve had in a while—a nice mixture of greens with a wide variety of vegetables, topped with cheese and bacon and an excellent
honey mustard dressing. For dessert we split a maple pecan blondie. While it’s basically just cake and ice cream, it was delicious. The
overall meal was excellent, and we had a lot of tasty food for not much money.
Margaret did some more work on Ancestry.com, and I flipped through channels on the TV. I also went to the hotel vending
machine, where I bought a can of “ponche de frutas” that was labeled entirely in Spanish. While it was kind of strange to see that in Iowa,
the fake juice was fairly tasty.

I was up at 6am today, and Margaret followed soon after. The day did not start out well. I discovered that I’d left the little cans
of deodorant I’d set aside for the trip at home, and (more importantly) I’d also left my camera there. I’d put it next to my computer, but in
the confusion of updating Margaret’s computer it had been forgotten. A third issue arose when I discovered that the foil on my electric
razor had gotten torn. That meant that it was all but impossible to shave without cutting myself, which meant the razor was effectively
useless. I was definitely not in a good mood while getting ready this morning.
The Econolodge’s breakfast did nothing to improve my disposition. There was pretty much nothing with protein on the spread,
and little that looked appetizing. I ended up microwaving a couple of the hockey puck biscuits that were intended to be topped with gravy
and instead spread butter on them. Aside from that my breakfast consisted of extremely weak coffee.
My mood improved a bit as we drove eastward this morning. There was major construction on the I-74 bridge between Iowa
and Illinois, but on this holiday morning traffic moved right along. There was also no one working at any of the many construction zones
along I-80 in Illinois, and there seemed to be no traffic at all on the interstate. We made it over to Exit 54 quite quickly.
We made a brief stop at the McDonalds in Princeton, Illinois. We got some much better coffee than we’d had at the hotel. I also
got an Egg McMuffin, and Margaret got a slab of hashbrowns. Then we drove south to Bicentennial Drive at the north end of downtown
Princeton, where we parked right in front of the train station. We’d each packed multiple bags, including bags we would check, carry-ons

for the train, and bags we’d leave in the car with stuff we’d use at the end of the trip. We sorted everything out and then each took two
bags with us into the station. There was just a short wait until our first train of the trip, the Illinois Zephyr, arrived.
There were surprisingly few people boarding at Princeton today, only ten or so. Most of them—and many who had boarded
earlier—were Cubs fans making a day trip to Chicago to see a game. The air conditioning on the train wasn’t working right, but fortunately
we only had to put up with it for about an hour and a half, the length of the trip from Princeton to Chicago.
Amtrak’s short-distance trains now offer free wi-fi, so we browsed the internet a bit during our trip. Margaret downloaded the
Choice Hotels mobile app to her smartphone, but for some reason she wasn’t able to sign into her account on it. She fought with it for
quite a while before eventually deciding to contact customer service.
Our trip to Chicago was uneventful, and we got into Union Station about fifteen minutes ahead of schedule—arriving around
10:20am. As soon as we arrived we made our way to the main desk, where we checked our main bags to New Orleans. Checking the
luggage was easy, but getting to the ticket desk itself was a bit complicated. One member of a family had gone to speak with a clerk,
while the others set down their bags in the middle of the tape maze, blocking the path for everyone behind. When another clerk became
available, she barked “step up” and seemed annoyed that we didn’t respond immediately. The kids in line eventually moved their
suitcases, but the clerk still seemed to think it was our fault that we were so slow.
After getting rid of the big bags we made our
way to the new Metropolitan Lounge at Union Station.
Just one week ago Amtrak opened a new lounge in
Chicago, which is available to sleeping car and business
class passengers. The old lounge was a major step up
from the coach boarding area, but it was crowded and a
bit the worse for wear. The new lounge (which is located
between the ticketing area and the Great Hall that is the
focal point of Union Station) is almost indescribably
enormous. It’s by far the largest and also probably the
nicest of Amtrak’s lounges around the country. The twostory facility is divided into several separate rooms,
which keeps the noise level down. There are pleasant
modern furnishings and interesting light fixtures, as well
as skylights that make the place seem bright and inviting.
There are electric outlets and USB ports everywhere,
which makes it easy to charge the electronic devices that
New Metropolitan Lounge at Chicago Union Station
accompany pretty much every traveler these days. They also have a storage room for luggage, and it’s completely free—unlike the
previous facility, which was manned by a porter who worked for tips. I was very impressed with the new Metropolitan Lounge, and I’ll
certainly look forward to using it again.
We had some coffee in the lounge and relaxed a bit. Then we left our carry-ons in the storeroom and set out for the day. We
took the ‘L’ west one stop to Morgan and then walked a block south from there. For lunch we were the first customers of the day at the
West Loop location of Nando’s, the South African chicken chain Margaret and I had been to before in England and Canada. I had a
chicken breast (with bone in), together with corn on the cob and coleslaw. Margaret had a deconstructed salad with spicy chicken, nuts,
dates, pickled onions, and pita bread. We both had flavored lemonade as well. I had pineapple, while Margaret had blood orange. Both
of us enjoyed the meal immensely.
Next it was time to take care of my missing stuff. We took the ‘L’ south to the Kedzie stop on the orange line. There’s a shopping
center right next to that stop that includes a large K-Mart store. The store’s address is on Kedzie, though it turns out only the back of the
store faces that street. We ended up basically circling the whole shopping center before getting to the K-Mart entrance.
Once we were there the K-Mart store was really quite nice, quite a bit nicer than most urban discount stores. I was able to find
a moderately priced camera that should serve me well for many years. I also bought the cheapest electric shaver I could find and some
deodorant. Margaret also picked up a phone charger and some toothpaste and lotion. At the checkout we picked up some Mexican
popsicles that we enjoyed in the parking lot.
Our ride back downtown was memorable for some of the strange characters we encountered on the orange line. Among them
was a quite obviously gay oy with stiffly moussed hair and bright blue lipstick. Also memorable was a guy scruffy middle aged man who
was pushing a baby stroller. There was no baby, though. Instead he was using the stroller to carry a large vacuum cleaner he’d picked
up at Home Depot.
We made our way back to Canal Street, the east entrance to Union Station. There was a big red carpet set out there that said
“Metropolitan Lounge” and a door that quite obviously led to the upstairs of that facility. The door was locked, though, and there appeared
it could only be opened with a code we hadn’t been given. So we made our way through the station to the entrance by the Great Hall.
We asked about entering upstairs, and the clerk implied it was only an exit—even though there is clearly a desk there that could be staffed
by another check-in clerk.
We consolidated our stuff and then headed out again. When I took the quiz bowl team to Chicago a month ago, I’d had two kids
drop out at the last minute. That left us with two unused tickets to the Willis Tower skydeck. The tickets were valid for six months from
purchase, and today was a good opportunity to use them. So Margaret and I made our way over to the big skyscraper.

When I was here with the high school kids, there wasn’t much of a crowd at Willis Tower. That was definitely not the case today.
The place was packed, mostly with immigrant families treating their kids to a special holiday outing. It was interesting on the 4th of July
to have Spanish be the language we heard most. We are a nation of immigrants, though, and these hard-working Chicagoans were
definitely enjoying their day off.
We made our way through one line for security and then another (which had a tape maze that showed the brand name Queue ®)
to see the mandatory film. Beyond there was another line for the elevators. The line was far longer than one round of elevators could
accommodate, and we pondered just how long we’d be stuck there.
Suddenly, though, a young woman appeared out of
nowhere and directed us to the side. She led us down a hall to a
different elevator. Unlike the main visitor elevators, which stop only
in the basement and on the top floor, this one was a freight elevator
that ran more slowly and had the ability to stop at every floor. It
whisked us up to the floor below the observation deck. This floor is
also surrounded by windows, and it was set up to host some VIP
reception later on. A man there directed us to another elevator,
which quickly transported us up to the main observation deck.
It was quite cloudy in Chicago today. That meant we
couldn’t see long distances, but it did give an interesting view of the
city. We admired the skyline in every direction and had fun looking
at traffic going through the complex interchanges like they were part
of a Hot Wheels racing set.

ABOVE: Chicago skyline, looking north from Willis Tower
BELOW: Jane Byrne Circle Interchange

We walked around downtown a bit and then took the pink
line ‘L’ to do a bit of sightseeing. The pink line is one of the most
scenic rides there is in Chicago. It circles the Loop, runs west past
United Center and through the large hospital complex and then high
above Hispanic neighborhoods on the west side.
One amusing sight we saw was a restaurant that
advertised “Hot Asian buns”. I must have a dirty mind, because
while I’m sure that is indeed what they serve, to me the wording
seemed more appropriate to a strip club.
We returned to the Metropolitan Lounge around 5:30.
They serve free snacks there, though they seem a bit more
possessive of them than in their old location. They only put out a
small amount at a time, presumably to keep people from hoarding
them. Margaret and I did enjoy some veggie straws, a surprisingly
tasty snack made of vegetables ground to a dust, combined with
cornstarch, and extruded in the shape of little straws. We also each
had a granola bar and a tiny pack of nuts.

The lounge also has some beverage machines. There’s a
soda fountain with Pepsi products, coffee urns, a machine that
dispenses espresso and pretentious coffee drinks, and a very strange machine that supplies water that you can flavor with various
essences. The pop and espresso machines weren’t working properly today, but presumably they’ll work out the kinks before too long.
At 7:10pm they announced that the City of New Orleans was ready for boarding. At the old Metropolitan Lounge location, they
walked passengers out to their trains. The new one is set up differently, more like the lounge we’d used in Washington, D.C. Here there
was a special door that led out to the track area. They announce what track each train is on, and passengers are expected to make their
way there. I’ve been to Union Station many times, so I know the layout pretty well, but a lot of the passengers were clueless. They’d do
well to be a bit more specific in their directions.
They’d said our train was on Track #22, though it turned out it was actually on Track #24. Those tracks share the same platform,
so it really wasn’t any big deal, but it’s kind of strange the information was incorrect. We had a bit of a delay boarding while we waited
for a partially disabled woman to make her way up the narrow steps that led to the top of the bi-level car. She did manage to make it,
and before long Margaret and I also found our sleeping compartment.
While they’ve cut the dining service on this train dramatically, they still serve sleeping car passengers what they call an “express
dinner”. Shortly after settling in and well before the train actually departed, Margaret and I made our way to the cross-country café (the
combination lounge/diner), where we were seated across from an elderly black couple who were headed to Memphis for a funeral. The
“express dinner” means only cold entrees that are prepared ahead of time and can be served quickly, the sort of thing they used to serve
as “snack” on planes before the airlines started charging for everything. Margaret and I both had the vegetarian selection, which was a
very nice salad. Amusingly that salad could be topped with diced chicken at no additional cost (which we both opted to do). The other
choices were turkey and Swiss cheese on ciabatta bread or cold cuts and provolone on a wheat roll. Meals on Amtrak also include any
non-alcoholic drinks you want. I chose cranberry juice, and once I did everyone else at the table modified their orders to mimic my

selection. Dessert was also included with dinner, with a choice of either a brownie, an oatmeal cookie, or a Rice Krispie bar (all of them
packaged in plastic). It was kind of a strange meal, but not a bad one.
It was still before departure time when we finished our meal. As we made our way back to the sleeper, the coach attendant was
urging the passengers in coach to take their places quickly. She noted that the train was sold out for the holiday (which appeared to be
true in coach, but not in the sleeper) and cautioned that everyone should take the seat number assigned to them when boarding. “If you
don’t like your seat,” she went on, “you can go downstairs, head back into the station, and try your luck tomorrow.” She also went through
a series of rules that she noted were for both safety and the comfort of other passengers. This woman had the manner of a lot of southern
women; on the surface her voice dripped the syrup of southern hospitality, but beneath were daggers she’d throw in a second to anyone
who might dare to disobey her.
The City of New Orleans takes an odd route leaving Chicago. Historically this train was operated by the Illinois Central line and
terminated at what is now Millennium Station, right along the lakefront downtown. That’s about a mile east of the Burlington Northern
tracks that lead to Union Station. To get from one to the other, the train backs up out of the station, heading well south to around the
area of U.S. Cellular Field where the White Sox play. It then switches to another track and advances forward amid the ritzy condos of
the posh South Loop area. Finally it makes an abrupt right turn to join the Metra Electric (formerly Illinois Central) tracks around the
Soldier Field football stadium. It was strange to keep changing direction, but eventually we were headed south for good.
The sleeper car we were in (#5910) seemed relatively new or at least recently renovated. It was covered in blue and white
enamel, and everything was spotless. There were also brand new LED lights that were far brighter than the lighting we’d seen on Amtrak
in the past.
While it may have been clean, there are many ways in which Amtrak’s long distance trains are far from modern. For one, unlike
the short hop routes, there’s no wi-fi on the long distance trains. That’s something that wouldn’t be hard to remedy in most areas, since
anywhere there’s a cell signal they could provide wi-fi. It would be an easy improvement that would make train travel more attractive,
particularly to younger riders. Almost more important is the lack of power outlets. There was exactly one outlet in our sleeper—not a
double plug like standard in your home, but one single outlet. Most of the time I plugged my computer into that outlet, and we charged
our phones with USB hook-ups to the computer. It would have been nice to have a few more outlets, though.
We knew from our previous journeys that our sleeper (a Superliner roomette) would be small, but somehow this one seemed
even more cramped than we’d remembered. I think it may have been like those airplane seats that have space taken up by an electronic
storage box. Our room adjoined the beverage service area, so perhaps that somehow ate into our space. The daytime configuration of
an Amtrak roomette is two padded chairs that face each other. A tiny table (which barely fit my little laptop) pulls out from the wall between
the chairs. There’s a tiny toilet down the hall and larger toilets and a shower downstairs. Each roomette has a tiny closet (maybe six
inches wide) and a step that at night can be used to reach the upper bunk. There’s really no space to store anything at all, though, and
the legroom is actually less than you find in coach seats on long-distance trains. The compartments could be fairly easily re-designed to
be more practical, but they seem virtually unchanged since the ‘50s.
As we made our way through the South Side and the near southern suburbs we saw quite a few fireworks. Some were official
neighborhood and town celebrations, but the bulk were unofficial and most likely illegal. They were fun to see, though.
We were ten minutes late reaching Homewood, the first stop of the trip. We made a surprisingly long stop at this little commuter
station, though not many people seemed to be boarding there.
As we made our way southward I filled some time by reading aloud the travelogue I’m in the process of writing on the little
getaways I’ve been doing throughout this summer. Margaret seemed to enjoy them, and the process of reading through them forced me
to proofread and catch a few little errors in the text.
The car attendant made up our beds between Kankakee and Champaign. She’s obviously new to the job, though, because she
made up the beds backwards. In both the top and bottom bunks, while our heads were facing forward, they were away from the controls,
and for the top bunk the light I was supposed to use for reading just glared at my feet. What’s more, the way she had the bed arranged,
it was very difficult to get into the top gunk, because when I made my way up the step I ended up facing the wrong direction. There’s
also a net beside the upper bunk that’s designed to keep any personal belongs from falling down below. It’s angled so that if the head is
where it’s supposed to be, there’s plenty of headroom but less room by the feet. The way it was set up tonight, though, my shoulders
were very cramped. I made it work, but it was a very strange set-up.
Temperature control is not the greatest in Amtrak sleepers, and it was quite warm and stuffy at the beginning of the night. There
is both a curtain and a glass door at the side of the compartment, and opening or closing various combinations of the two allows differing
amounts of air and privacy. I personally would have just closed the curtain and left the door open. Margaret values her privacy, though,
and she shut and locked the door. The ceiling ventilator seemed to work only sporadically, and Margaret figured out later that the controls
were backward from what she thought they were. Things were very warm at the beginning of the night, which made meant it took quite
a while to get to sleep. I was aware of the stops at Mattoon and Effingham, and I just sort of tuned in and out groggily most of the night.

I checked my alarm clock repeatedly through the night and was aware of being awake at 2am, 4am, and 5am. By 5:00 I really

needed to use the restroom, but the way the bed was configured I couldn’t get down without making a major production of things. It had
also gone from too warm to rather chilly, so I spent an hour just huddling with a thin blanket. Around 6:00 we stopped in Memphis.
Margaret was awake, if not up, at that point, so I could leave my perch without disturbing her too much.
I made my way downstairs to use the shower. This was larger and nicer than the train showers I’ve used in the past. The water
came with good force and was almost too hot. It was refreshing and took away most of my drowsiness. The one negative was that,
unlike other times when I’ve used Amtrak, they didn’t have a stack of towels next to the shower. Instead we had been provided with two
bath towels in our room. I’d forgotten to take one with me, though, so I ended up drying off with a T-shirt—not exactly elegant, but it got
the job done.
After Margaret had also gotten ready, we made our way to the diner for breakfast. We were seated across from a couple from
Indianapolis, a middle-aged man and a much younger woman who I think may have been his daughter rather than his wife. Margaret
always enjoys meeting people during the meals on Amtrak. That’s really not my thing, though, and I found these two particularly difficult
to talk to. It ended up being a rather awkward breakfast.
Theoretically this was a full breakfast, rather than the “express” dinner we’d been served last night. It was by far the worst meal
we’d have on this trip, though. Indeed, it was almost comically bad. While the food was hot, it was obviously prepared ahead of time and
microwaved to order. Margaret and I ordered omelets with cheese. These weren’t really cheese omelets, but rather tiny plain omelets
each of which had been topped with a single slice of American cheese. On the side were O’Brien potatoes. These might have been
good if they’d been prepared fresh, but microwaved it was just a soggy mess. The meal also came with a greasy, gristly sausage patty
and a croissant. It’s sad to say that a plain crescent roll was the best part of the meal.
Normally the car attendants try to make up the compartments while passengers are away at meals. When we returned from
breakfast, though, our beds were still down and the attendant was nowhere to be found. We just sat on the lower bunk for a while, with
our legs out in the hallway. Eventually the attendant happened by, and she made up the beds while we had coffee and used the restroom.
The ride across Mississippi was uneventful. They’d obviously had a lot of rain here. There was flooding in some of the fields,
and some of the crops looked like they’d had too much water. It rained again much of the morning, mostly a light mist, but with occasional
heavy downpours.
We’d been roughly on time through most of the trip, but we ended up arriving in Jackson almost half an hour ahead of schedule.
Amtrak never leaves ahead of schedule, so we spent a long time stopped on an embankment just west of downtown.
We had lunch as we made our way south from Jackson. Our companions were a couple who had boarded at Jackson and were
headed down to New Orleans for a little getaway. They obviously knew the city well, even knowing exactly where the hotel Margaret and
I were staying was located. There was a strange bit of connection in the fact that Margaret used to be a Spanish teacher and the couple
had done ongoing mission work in Panama through their local Episcopal church. That made for much better discussion than we’d had
at breakfast.
While lunch was also microwaved, it was much better than breakfast had been. The entrée we chose was lasagna. It didn’t
look like much, but it was very flavorful without being overly spicy.
The cross-country café on the City of New Orleans has a single employee. One woman serves as maître d’, waitress, and cook
for guests in the diner and also sells food to go for those who show up in the lounge. That keeps her very busy, and she managed to do
a surprisingly good job given the circumstances.
By far the most interesting stretch on the City of
New Orleans happens near the end of the journey. Both
the train and Interstate 55 cross the west edge of Lake
Pontchartrain in an area that alternates between tree-filled
swampland and open water. The interstate crosses the
area (known officially as Manchac Pass) on a high bridge
that stretches on for twenty-five miles. The view from the
train is very different. Most of the way it runs on a low
embankment, just barely above water level. In fact, for
much of the spring the train terminated at Hammond (the
north end of Lake Pontchartrain), and passengers were
bussed from there to New Orleans because the tracks
across the lake were flooded. The last time Margaret and
I had been through this area on the train was at Christmas,
and it was interesting to see how different it looked with all
the trees fully covered in leaves.
We reached the south end of the lake about an
hour and a half before our scheduled arrival in New
Orleans. It’s good we did, because we then proceeded to
Interstate 55 at the west edge of Lake Pontchartrain
spend about an hour crawling across the western suburbs.
The tracks here don’t appear to be in good shape, and there are also numerous grade crossings. We slowed down to practically nothing
for the last few miles of the trip

We’d backed out of the station leaving Chicago, and we’d also back into the station in New Orleans. I’m not sure why they do
that but it seems to be standard procedure for all trains arriving in the Crescent City. Even with the crawling and the back-up, we still
arrived more than half an hour ahead of schedule.
Union Passenger Terminal in New Orleans was
built in an interesting era. It opened in 1954, which makes
it newer than grand old stations like the one in Chicago but
older than the “Am-shacks” that serve many cities. (We’d
see one of those tomorrow.) It was considered futuristic
when it opened, but it looks rather old-fashioned compared
to its nearest neighbors, the Superdome (which is now
painted gold and officially named after Mercedes Benz)
and the basketball arena called Smoothie King Center.
The interior features black granite walls and green and
brown floors that look like they belong in an old high
school. The most prominent feature is a modern mural that
supposedly tells the history of New Orleans. The terminal
is an intermodal facility, serving buses from Greyhound
and Megabus as well as Amtrak trains. There’s also a
streetcar stop downtown that provides service on a branch
of the line that ends up on Canal Street downtown.

Union Passenger Terminal – New Orleans

We claimed our luggage and then set out on foot
for our hotel. The hotel was almost exactly one mile from
the station, and with the heat index well over 100o (and the
actual temperature in the 90s) it was closer to trudging
than walking. New Orleans is a lovely city, but its summer
weather is definitely not its greatest attraction.

One other group from the train was also walking to a hotel. A young couple and their two children were staying at a Hilton
Garden Inn that was about the same distance away our hotel was, but in a different direction. They were more than a bit loaded down,
with a stroller with the kids, two big bags, and bulky carry-ons as well. They also didn’t know for certain where the hotel was, but they
made their way through an unfamiliar city with confidence. I was particularly impressed with how well behaved their kids were, considering
the circumstances.
Margaret and I knew exactly where we were headed, having made the walk a few years back when we were here at Christmas.
The hardest part was crossing Loyola Avenue right next to the station. It’s a busy, confusing intersection, and there’s no clear indication
of when pedestrians should walk. Once we’d made it across the street, we walked down Howard Street, which from a tourist’s point of
view has improved quite a bit since Hurricane Katrina. (They replaced a housing project with new condos, and there’s similar gentrification
throughout the area.) The biggest problem here is that many of the sidewalks lack curb cuts or have sections that have settled oddly,
which makes it tough to navigate with luggage or with a stroller.
As we headed down Howard Street we were walking straight toward the east bank of the Mississippi River at this point. My
sense was that we were going south (since the river mostly flows west to east past New Orleans), but in reality we were heading almost
due east. Directions never make sense in New Orleans. We turned right at Lee Circle, while the family that was walking with us continued
straight ahead. Now we were heading mostly south along St. Charles Avenue, though in my head the direction seemed like west.
Just past Lee Circle St. Charles runs under a huge viaduct that carries U.S. highway 90. New Orleans is a very patchy city, and
this is a rather sketchy area that’s surrounded by some of the nicest neighborhoods in the city. That’s because the underpass provides
shelter for a large number of homeless people. I don’t know that I’d want to be walking past there late at night, but it wasn’t a problem by
day. We made our way past the beggars with no problem.
Our destination was just a block and a half past the viaduct.
We were headed to the Maison Saint Charles, a Quality Inn that’s
housed in half a dozen historic buildings in New Orleans’ famous
Garden District. It’s far from the most luxurious place in the city, but it’s
attractive, comfortable, and very well located. Staying at the Maison St.
Charles feels like a real New Orleans experience. The rooms are in
small 19th Century buildings with balconies that overlook formal
courtyards. This is honestly one of my favorite hotels anywhere, and I
was pleased that I had just enough Choice Privileges points to cover
their 16,000 point summer rate.

Maison St. Charles – New Orleans, Louisiana

Check-in was a little bit strange. The main desk clerk was a
college kid who was obviously new at the job, and the owner or
manager was watching over him like a hawk. The kid was jovial
enough, but the manager seemed a bit on the rude side. Both of them
seemed surprised that we weren’t parking a car, but we were able to
get our keys without too much hassle. We ended up settling into our

room about the time the train was supposed to arrive in New Orleans. We settled in quickly and mostly just relaxed in the air conditioning.
The only thing we were really planning to do in New Orleans was to have a nice dinner, and to do that we needed to change
into somewhat nicer clothes. While the restaurant we were going to described their dress code as “casual”, we knew shorts and shirts
that were soaked in sweat were a bit too casual for the occasion. I had packed khakis and a nice dress shirt, but the shirt had gotten
badly rumpled in my luggage. There was an iron in the room, but strangely no ironing board. I went to the office to request one, and
housekeeping delivered one within ten minutes. I managed to get the shirt looking presentable, and Margaret also changed into a nice
outfit.
We had reservations for 6:30, and about 6:15 we headed out. We didn’t have far to go, since the restaurant was just across the
street. We were headed to Emeril’s Delmonico, one of three local restaurants owned by Emeril Lagasse, the celebrity chef who is known
for catchphrases like “Kick it up a notch” and “Bam!” Delmonico is located in a two-story antebellum home, and they all the former rooms
as separate dining
rooms.
Things were
comparatively slow on a
Tuesday night, so only
the downstairs was in
use. We were seated in
what was likely the
formal sitting room in
the
original
home.
Surprisingly, while the
setting is extremely
elegant, it doesn’t really
come across as snooty
Emeril’s Delmonico
New Orleans
or pretentious. Instead of the dim light that plagues so many nice restaurants, Delmonico was bright and inviting.
Among the other diners were an elderly couple who were celebrating the wife’s birthday and some executives from a local
hospital who appeared to be interviewing candidates for a job there. There were also a number of young locals in snazzy clothing who
were enjoying happy hour in the bar. The place came across as lively, but it wasn’t noisy. It made a nice setting for a meal.
This was one of the most expensive meals I’ve ever eaten. Emeril’s restaurants compete with Brennan’s, the elegant French
Quarter establishment where Margaret and I dined after Hurricane Katrina, and they’re priced similarly. The least expensive option is a
three-course “prix fixe” combination for $40, and you can pay as much as $95 for just an entrée if you want. Our dinner was between
those two extremes, but it was definitely on the pricey side. You can eat good food quite cheaply all over New Orleans. Paying more
gets you is extremely elegant presentation (food that looks like it belongs in magazines or on those competition TV shows). It also means
you’ll have some of the most attentive service in the world. The waitstaff at Delmonico are mostly college kids, but they’re very well
trained. They’re friendly without being too familiar and helpful and efficient without being intrusive. That’s tough to pull off, and they really
do very well.
While we ordered a la carte, both Margaret and I ended up with three-course meals. Margaret began with turtle soup topped
with sherry, while I had what they called a guappo salad (the name most likely comes from Lagasse’s Portuguese heritage) that consisted
of salami, olive salad, aged provolone, arugula, and romaine tossed with an olive oil and herb dressing. For the entrée Margaret chose
swordfish with roasted cauliflower, asparagus, fennel, almonds, and romesco sauce. I had a pork chop smothered with bacon and
mushroom sauce with French cut green beans and mashed potatoes made with cream cheese on the side. Margaret’s dessert was
called “peach cobbler bread pudding”, and it really was like two desserts in one—bread pudding topped with cobbler, served together
with bourbon pecan ice cream and caramel sauce. I had mascarpone crepes with a strawberry Sazerac sauce that was out of this world
and crumbled almond brittle on top. We both nursed drinks through the meal. Margaret had a Rioja wine (one of literally thousands of
selections in their encyclopedic wine list), while I had a planter’s punch cocktail. We had café Americano (basically watered down
espresso) with dessert, and one of the waitresses was constantly refilling our water glasses. Every part of the meal was excellent, and it
almost seemed worth its high price tag.
We went back across the street to the Maison Saint Charles, and very soon I went out again. I headed to a convenience store
over at Lee Circle to pick up some juice, a few snacks for our journey, and a newspaper. I also spent quite a while looking for bandaids.
Margaret had a hangnail and wanted a way to cover her toe. They only had a tiny package at an exorbitant price (two bucks for five
bandaids, I think), but it would fill the need for the present.
We watched the evening news on TV before retiring. The big story tonight was the killing of Alton Sterling by police in Baton
Rouge. This would become a major national story over the following days and weeks, but for now it appeared to be a case of local police
misconduct in Louisiana. The details were still fairly sketchy at this point, but while an arrest might have been warranted (Sterling was
probably selling CDs without a license and he was also in possession of a gun, likely without a permit), there didn’t really appear to be
any reason he should have been shot by the officers. It was also a bit suspicious that the two officers involved were supposedly wearing
body cameras, but the cameras “accidentally” fell off both officers prior to the altercation.
We turned off the TV after the weather came on, predicting a low overnight of 84o. After a short night’s sleep last night, I slept
fairly well tonight.

We were up around 6:00 this morning. I thank that was earlier than Margaret would have preferred, but it’s typical for me. We
showered and dressed, and then we made our way to the breakfast room, which was located in another building from where our room
was. The spread was nice, if not particularly memorable, and the host was rather chatty in asking us about our stay. What was memorable
at breakfast was a group of college-aged boys who were sitting in a corner and looked rather hung-over—not an atypical state for visitors
to the Big Easy. One of them left a set of car keys on the counter next to a toaster, and he seemed surprised and thankful when we found
it.
We gathered out things and made our way to the front building where the office was. The woman at the desk this morning
seemed surprised that there was no balance on my folio (since it was taken care of with points). Once she figured out what was up,
though, she processed everything without a problem.
We made our way back past the homeless people and then on up Howard Avenue to the station. A couple of times we had to
detour into the street because of construction that closed the sidewalk. Since it really didn’t cool down much overnight, we were
completely soaked in sweat by the time we arrived. The humidity also caused condensation to form in the crystal of my watch, which
remained through the rest of the trip.
We checked our main bags through to Los Angeles, and the woman at the desk gave us the code for the door of the Magnolia
Room, the special waiting area in New Orleans for sleeping car passengers. The Magnolia Room probably started as one of the last
bastions of segregation, and while race is no longer a determining factor for entrance, it continues to separate upper class passengers
from the riff-raff. Union Passenger Terminal is actually a comparatively quiet and organized (at least as big stations go), so I don’t know
that there’s really much reason for this. Of course we were willing to take advantage of it, though. The facilities themselves are hardly
spectacular. The place is about the size of a classroom, and its walls are painted in hues of the ‘70s: avocado, burnt orange, and muted
gold. They had coffee available, and there was also a plastic cake safe that had a plate on it with a few packaged cinnamon rolls. The
room had a dozen or so plastic chairs set up facing a TV that hung on the wall.
We filled an hour or so watching Good Morning, America. Pretty much the entire show was devoted to the shooting in Baton
Rouge, which was rapidly becoming a national story. Video of the event was now available, and it was replayed repeatedly. I know the
police have a tough job, but it really did look like they overstepped their bounds in this case.
The only break from the Baton Rouge news was coverage of Donald Trump, who continued with his constant stupid remarks on
Twitter. While we watched they interviewed a Trump supporter who complained that the media never gives Trump a break. I beg to
differ. It’s precisely because of the media that his campaign advanced to anything beyond a joke. TV stations seem obsessed with all
the stupid things he says and tweets, and they constantly repeat it. All that attention just feeds the man’s enormous ego, and it becomes
a vicious cycle.
Fortunately we didn’t have to watch the TV too long. Around 8:30 the woman from the desk came to the Magnolia Room and
led the sleeping car passengers out to the train. We found our car (though the number on the number on the outside of the car actually
indicated it was part of Train #2—the eastbound Sunset Limited—rather than Train #1—the westbound train we were on) and settled in
quickly. This car was older than the one we’d had on the City of New Orleans, but for whatever reason our roomette seemed slightly
larger.
LEFT: Sign beside the door to our room on the Sunset Limited train
Our car attendant was a young man from Los Angeles named Telvin, though most people on the
train appeared to call him T.J. He was pleasant and helpful, and he seemed to know his job much better
than the attendant we’d had on the City of New Orleans. He seemed to have things much more together
than the coach attendant, whose announcements we could hear over the intercom. More than once she
referred to this train as the Southwest Chief, a train that heads to L.A. from Chicago rather than New Orleans.
She also called the destination tags the conductor would place above seats “hat checks”, a term that made
no sense to me at all.
The Sunset Limited was originally established by the Southern Pacific Railroad in 1894 as that
railroad’s premier train. It has gone through a number of incarnations that have lengthened and shortened
both the train itself and its route. It is noteworthy in being the first train in the world to be air-conditioned,
with that amenity installed during the Great Depression.
For most of the Amtrak era, the Sunset Limited was America’s only transcontinental passenger rail
route, with direct between Los Angeles and Jacksonville. During Hurricane Katrina the tracks east of New
Orleans washed out, and to this day the service east of Louisiana is listed as “suspended”. Freight service
along the Gulf coast has been running again for years, and supposedly Amtrak is looking at restoring this
service in the next couple of years (mostly at the request of important Southern Congressmen). It’s likely to
be a separate train heading east from either New Orleans or San Antonio, though, rather than a single
transcontinental route. Interestingly, the New Orleans—L.A. route we’d be following was essentially the same as when the train first
started over a century ago.

By long-distance standards today’s Sunset Limited is a very short train. While the historic train had ten Pullman cars and such
features as an onboard barber ship, the modern Amtrak train is closer in length to the regional trains that run across Illinois, though it
uses bilevel Superliner cars. When we boarded the train consisted of two engines, a transition sleeper (which holds baggage and also
functions as a crew dorm—with a few roomettes available for passengers), one sleeper, a diner, a domed lounge car, and two coaches.
We’d add an additional coach and sleeper at San Antonio, cars that had come from Chicago as part of the Texas Eagle train. Even then,
though, it was shorter than trains like the Empire Builder or the California Zephyr. The Sunset Limited carries fewer passengers than any
other Amtrak long-distance train. That’s partly because it only runs three days a week, but it may well be that Amtrak knows how much
service the demand indicates.
The “Limited” in the name of the train comes from the fact that there are very few stops along the route. The distance from New
Orleans to Los Angeles is 1,995 miles, more than double how far it is from Chicago to New Orleans. However we’d make only twentytwo stops along the way, just one more than we’d made on the City of New Orleans. What’s more, the bulk of the stops are near the
beginning or end of the route; there are very few in the middle. On most Amtrak routes you stop every hour or so, but on the Sunset
Limited it can be many hours between stations. The most surprising gap is between Houston and San Antonio. Even though eastern
Texas is fairly heavily populated, there are no stops at all between those cities.

Huey P. Long Bridge – Jefferson Parish, Louisiana
We actually departed New Orleans one minute early, at 8:59am. However we then crawled and crawled on bad tracks through
bleak industrial areas of the Crescent City and its dumpy suburbs. Eventually we reached the Huey Long Bridge, which at 4½ miles is
the longest Mississippi River crossing and one of the longest bridges in the world. The rickety old bridge carries both the railroad and a
four-lane highway across the Father of Waters. It had to have been an amazing engineering feat when it was built in the 1930s, and it’s
still quite impressive today.
Once we were across the bridge we were out of the city, and we picked up speed a bit. The tracks are apparently not good
throughout the swampy Louisiana land, though, and the train travels comparatively slowly all the way across the state. We were fifteen
minutes late at our first stop, Schriever (SHREE-ver), and as we continued to crawl I pictured us getting later and later.
I entertained myself through much of this trip by playing with an app on my cell phone that uses a GPS indicator to give the
current elevation and show a satellite view of the area. The satellite view is surprisingly accurate, often right down to which track we were
on as we made our way through a train yard. It was fun to see the dot representing our location move along in the satellite view and to
notice the differences in scenery between what we saw and when the overhead shots were taken. I’m not sure exactly how accurate the
elevation indicator is, but across Louisiana it appeared we varied between 5 and 40 feet. I wish I’d looked at that app when we were in
New Orleans itself, to see if it would show negative numbers (the station should be about four feet below sea level), but unfortunately I
didn’t.
Another way we entertained ourselves was listening to a series of podcasts I’d downloaded ahead of time. These recordings
(two to five minutes each) explained the things we passed along the way. Texas A&M University produced these in conjunction and the
National Park Service, and they really were quite informative. There were dozens of them to listen to, and they did make the journey
more interesting as well.
Our car seemed quite empty when we boarded, with only a couple other compartments occupied. That changed when we got
to New Iberia, a fairly minor stop in the Cajun country of south-central Louisiana. A group of fourteen boarded our car at New Iberia, and
they were loud enough to seem like fifty. This was their first train trip, and the accommodations were obviously much smaller than they’d
anticipated. Almost all of them were portly, and they tried to fit themselves and enormous suitcases into the roomettes, which just isn’t
possible.

The people from New Iberia were all nice enough people, but they
were loud and brash—almost stereotypes of what you’d expect rural
Louisianans to be. They quickly discovered the lounge car and proceeded
to drink their way through the trip. We overheard one calling a friend on his
cell phone. He said, “There’s a bar on this train,” pronouncing “bar” more like
“boar”, which made us laugh. I was amazed in college at how much liquor
Louisianans could handle, and these folks confirmed that trait hasn’t
changed.
It rained heavily across much of Louisiana. That was noteworthy,
because on multiple occasions this year the Sunset Limited was cancelled
between Houston and New Orleans because of serious flooding. Fortunately
the tracks were open today, but we continued to crawl as we made our way
west.
The views of rural areas from Amtrak can really be quite lovely. The
Swamp in south-central Louisiana
same can’t be said for urban areas, though. We saw such things as a prison
with the yard divided into individual basketball courts, each divided from the next by razor wire. We also saw the trailer courts and
junkyards that lined the “wrong side of the tracks” in countless seedy towns.
Lunch on the Sunset Limited is by reservation only. We made reservations for the last possible seating, at 1:00pm. We were
seated across from a couple who were part of the group that boarded in New Iberia. They weren’t unpleasant, but we had nothing more
than the most superficial of conversations.
The food on the Sunset Limited was universally excellent. Unlike on the City of New Orleans, everything here is prepared fresh
on the train. For lunch today I had a Louisiana specialty, red beans and rice. Margaret had pork shanks with barbecue sauce, and we
both had cheesecake for dessert. Each piece of cheesecake was topped with slices of lemon, which we could squeeze over it to provide
an interesting and pleasant flavor. Lunch is usually the worst meal on Amtrak, but this one was outstanding.
We stopped in Lafayette and Lake Charles. Then
in the late afternoon we reached the Sabine River, which
forms the border between Louisiana and Texas. We’d
remain in the Lone Star State for about the next twentythree hours as we traveled more than 900 miles from
Beaumont to El Paso.
We went quite fast once we crossed the Texas
border. Unfortunately, not far past there we stopped on a
side track and waited while a freight train with six engines
and an endless string of tank cars went by on the main
track. I wondered if all the crawling in Louisiana might not
have put us out of our assigned slot and given the freights
priority ahead of us. If that was the case, the delays would
likely compound, and we could be quite late by the time we
got to California.
The region we passed through east of Houston is
a heavily forested area called the Big Thicket. Our
podcasts told us this is one of the most biologically diverse
Sabine River (Texas—Louisiana border)
regions on earth, and there are numerous nature reserves
in the region. I don’t really think of lush forests in Texas, but the easternmost part is very thickly wooded. It was interesting to see.
As we made our way through eastern Texas, an announcement came over the loudspeaker asking our car attendant to come
to the lounge car at his convenience. Not long after that T.J. got on the intercom himself and said something like, “Thank-you to whoever
turned in the wallet to the lounge; but if you’re the one who stole the money, I hope you make it last.” We’d find out later that the wallet
in question belonged to T.J., and apparently a fairly sizeable amount of cash was taken from it. It made me wonder just how much theft
does happen on the train.
As we travelled along Margaret repeatedly checked an app on her phone that gave the local weather. As much as anything,
she was interested in seeing the town change as we switched from one cell tower to the next. The weather wasn’t much different between
the different towns. Basically it was hot and humid everywhere. There were heat warnings out all along our route, with 108 o heat indexes
predicted throughout Louisiana and east Texas.
There’s a lot of padding in the Sunset Limited timetable. We were about half an hour behind schedule at Beaumont, but we
ended up getting into Houston almost twenty minutes early. Houston is a service stop with a lengthy layover built into the schedule, but
arriving early we ended up spending the better part of an hour there. We walked the length of the platform, snapped a couple shots of
the skyline (which is nice, if far from spectacular), and went into the rather forlorn little station. Houston may be the fourth largest city in
America, but Princeton, Illinois has a nicer train station. The Houston station is small and dirty, and it doesn’t appear to be convenient to
much of anything in the city. The police station next door looks much nicer than the Amtrak station.

Houston skyline, with a rusting container in front
(There’s no easy way to get to downtown from the station.)
“Am-Shack” that serves as Houston station
We bought ice cream bars from a machine in the station and then made our way back to our roomettes on the train. We were
surprised that our phones and my computer were able to hook up to free wi-fi. The signal came from a nearby place called “Ecclesia”
whose pretentious website describes them as “a Christian community in the process of learning how to together live as the church”. They
go on to invite people to join them in “engaging the rhythms of joy and peace”. Reading further, it appears they do a lot of good in the
community, and they appear to have much more of a service orientation than many mega-churches. I don’t think I could ever get past
the convoluted language they use, though.
Because of all the flooding in Texas this spring, they were replacing a bridge over the Brazos River on the main route between
Houston and San Antonio. We’d gotten an e-mail ahead of time that told us our train would be re-routed between those cities and that
the change could add up to two hours to our journey time. As we were about to leave Houston, the conductor noted that we’d be backing
out of the station and heading out on the Burlington Northern tracks, rather than the Union Pacific tracks that are normally used. The
detour would take us to Rosenberg, at the southwest corner of metro Houston, where we’d re-join the regular route. While it was slightly
longer, he estimated that we should still make it into San Antonio on schedule.
Margaret and I made reservations for the last dinner seating, which was at 8:30pm. They seated the group together in one half
of the diner, which left the other half almost empty. In fact, Margaret and I ended up at a table by ourselves, without anyone else joining
us. Since I’d had Louisiana cuisine for lunch, I chose to go Tex-Mex for dinner. I chose black bean enchiladas, and they were delicious.
Margaret had herb roasted chicken. Traditionally salad has always been served with meals on Amtrak. Apparently as part of the latest
round of budget cuts they’ve changed that. Salad is still free, but now you have to specifically request it. They do still offer dessert, and
of course we had it. Margaret chose ice cream, while I had chocolate mousse.
We had T.J. make up our beds around 10pm. He had us wait in an empty compartment while he got everything ready. He
managed to set things up facing the correct direction. Technically we were facing backwards from the movement of the train, but our
bodies were oriented the way the car was set up. That made it easier to get into bed, it allowed me to use the reading lamp, and it meant
the net wasn’t so badly in the way while I slept.

I slept fairly well last night, though apparently Margaret didn’t. I was aware when we got into San Antonio just before midnight,
but I quickly fell back asleep during the long layover there. Margaret tells me we were apparently stopped next to a bar that had live
entertainment going until 2am. The musicians were apparently good, but they kept her awake the whole time we were in San Antonio. I
heard none of that and slept quite soundly.
I was awake around 5:00 this morning. Something that surprised me was that I couldn’t hear frequent blasts from the train
whistle. On the City of New Orleans there was an almost constant tooting noise as we crossed road after road after road. We were in a
different region now, though. Past San Antonio there were very few grade crossings, so the train went for mile after mile without any
sound but the clacking of the tracks.
While I waited for it to officially become morning, I entertained myself by going through the cell phone apps I’d described earlier.
It was interesting that the weather app repeatedly said our location was in Mexico, in particular “Rancho el Treinta y Una” and “Ciudad
Acuña”. The elevation app also confirmed that the tracks we were traveling on were right along the border. There’s no windows near
the upper bunks on Amtrak Superliners, so I couldn’t see a thing. It was interesting to know we were so close to the Rio Grande, though.
The first stop beyond San Antonio is Del Rio, and we arrived there about a quarter to six. We made a fairly brief there and then
continued west. Again the app showed we were right along the river.
Both Margaret and I got up around 6:30. I wanted to use the shower, but it appeared to be perennially occupied; so I just
changed in one of the downstairs toilets and called it good for now.

Around 7:00 Margaret and I made our way to the diner for breakfast. We ended up easting with the people who were in the
room across the hall from us. They were a couple from Solana Beach, California, a wealthy suburb just north of San Diego. I happen to
know this town as the home of Torrey Pines High School, who were the national quiz bowl champions the very first time Garrigan
competed at nationals. These people were visiting their son, who had just moved to Houston. While there they took a cruise to Mexico.
Breakfast on the Sunset Limited was much better than what we’d
had on the City of New Orleans. It was cooked to order, so everything was
fresh and tasty. I had French toast with bacon, and Margaret had scrambled
eggs with O’Brien potatoes and bacon. We also had coffee and juice. The
one bad part of the meal were the biscuits served on the side, which seemed
dry and over-cooked. Overall it was a good meal, though.
Back in the room we spent quite a while catching up on the podcasts
about places we’d gone through during the night. Since this series was
produced in Texas, it’s no surprise that there were more blurbs about the
Lone Star State than anywhere else. They had a variety of voices reading
the podcasts, which helped make listening to them more interesting. Most
were college kids with rather nondescript deliveries. One stood out, though.
He sounded like a black man, though he spoke so softly it was hard to
understand him even with the computer volume turned up to its loudest
setting.
He also OVER-stressed irrelevant words like articles and
conjunctions. This is a pet peeve of mine when I judge speeches, and I felt
like I should be filling out a Division II rating sheet for this guy’s podcasts.
As we crossed the Pecos River Canyon, the podcast told us to
observe the desolate landscape around us. Surprisingly, that wasn’t really
what we saw. While the vegetation was short and scrubby (the kind of stuff
you see in Wyoming), it was all bright green. Obviously the rains that flooded
east Texas had also brought unusually much water to the west.

Amtrak Sunset Limited poster
West Texas is the most remote part of the
Sunset Limited’s route. It takes about more than six
hours to get from Sanderson to El Paso, and there’s
only one stop in between. We paralleled US 90 most
of the way, and we saw “Next Services” signs with
distances more than fifty miles. Along much of the
route through west Texas we had no cell phone signal,
something we take for granted almost everywhere
these days.

Two and a half hours beyond Del Rio was our next stop: Sanderson,
Texas. This dumpy little town has less than a thousand people, but it seemed
to stretch on forever. A lot of western towns do that, and we were definitely
in west Texas now.

It’s interesting that while there pretty much no
one seems to live here, all the land is fenced. We did
occasionally see cattle and sheep grazing, so I
suppose the fences keep them on the land where
they’re supposed to be. It is weird to see fences
closing in land that looks like it’s good for nothing,
though.
Beyond Sanderson the land rapidly got much
more rugged, with the landforms soon turning to real
mountains. Big Bend National Park lies just south of
here, and the Guadalupe Mountains (the highest
Green scrub along the Sunset Limited route near Sanderson, Texas
region in Texas) is to the north. The landscape looks
a lot like the area around Gallup, New Mexico, where my brother Steve used to live—though again, everything was much greener than
we expected.
We heard a man a couple doors down muttering about how slow the train was going. “We might as well be in a stagecoach,”
he said. His observation was incorrect. It’s hard to judge the speed of a train unless you have something to compare it with. When we
were following highway 90 we did roughly the same speed as the occasional pick-ups we saw on the road. We saw a sign on the highway
that said “Reduced speed – 65mph”, so presumably the train was going faster than that. We did go more slowly when we were going
over passes in the mountains, but we still moved right along. When the landforms don’t change much, though, there’s not a lot of
perception of progress. I’ve been on trains that did move very slowly (like the one across the permafrost we took in Canada last summer),
but this wasn’t one of them.

As we listened to another of the podcasts that was describing west Texas wildlife we happened to look out the window and see
a pronghorn antelope right by the train. We didn’t see a lot of wildlife on this trip, but it was kind of cool to see that animal just as we were
hearing about it.
Through most of this stretch right next to the
railroad tracks is a dirt road (not even gravel, but dirt) that
appears to be used mostly by repair crews. It was
absolutely empty most of the way. The exception was a
little ways east of our next stop (Alpine), when we saw
three sheriff’s trucks going along it at a fairly high rate of
speed. I have no idea what they were doing, but not long
after that the train stopped for no apparent reason, and we
waited about ten minutes before proceeding again.
The scenery around Alpine looks a lot like the
mural painted on a downtown building I included with this.
The mountains have a lot of pine trees, but the trees are
all separate instead of making a real forest. All those little
splotches of green really do look quite strange.
Alpine is quite a substantial town. It’s about the
same size as Algona, but it seems quite a bit larger. It’s
the main service center for a region with about a hundredmile radius, and it hosts the tourists who visit the Big Bend
region. There’s also a state university here (its logo is
Mural near the station – Alpine, Texas
whitewashed on the hillside in the picture), and that adds
to the feeling of being a “real place”. Alpine is one of the crew change locations on the train. Engineers and conductors are only allowed
to work a limited number of hours, so they must be relieved before the train can move on. Often this happens when the route passes
from one freight railroad’s territory into another. The Sunset Limited’s entire route is on Union Pacific (formerly Southern Pacific) tracks,
though, so they instead have strategically located change locations. While it makes for a lengthy stop, from the passengers’ viewpoint
the crew change is basically irrelevant. The people passengers deal with (the car attendants, diner staff, etc.) are based in Los Angeles
and stay with the train for the duration of the trip.
I finally got a shower while we were stopped in Alpine. When I dressed again and was heading upstairs, I was amused to hear
the conductor actually calling “All aboard”, just like they do in the movies. Then the engine sounded the “highball” (two short toots and
one long blast on the horn), and we were off again. Those audio indicators that the train is departing are especially important for
passengers who leave the train when there’s a bit of a layover to get some exercise or have a cigarette. They need to be sure they’re
back on board before the train heads out. With service only every other day, they certainly wouldn’t want to be left behind.
The area west of Alpine is more
desert-like, though the plants were still green.
We continued listening to the podcasts, and
one of the most interesting of them described
the Marfa Prada store. We also heard about
this from the lounge attendant, who gave
occasional commentary on what we were
passing over the P.A. The lounge attendant’s
spiel implied that there was actually store in
the middle of nowhere in west Texas that sold
luxury handbags and shoes, and if you just
look out the window from the train or highway
that does appear to be the case. The podcast
told the real story, though. The Marfa Prada
store is a sculpture that supposedly depicts
the evils of consumerism. The installation has
been vandalized and repaired several times
since it first appeared in 2005, and the artists
also won a suit filed by the state that sought to
have it removed for being an unpermitted
advertisement. It remains standing today and
is certainly a curiosity in the middle of the
desert.

Website view of the “Prada store” near Marfa, Texas

As we continued west we saw more and more irrigated farming. There are some crops that look familiar, like corn. Much of it,
though, is vegetables like tomatoes and green beans that aren’t normally grown on a large scale in the Midwest. Then there’s the pecans.
Pecans (which Texans pronounce like Louisianans: puh-CAHN) grow on trees, and they call the formal irrigated fields of pecan trees
orchards. They’re a very common crop in west Texas.
You wouldn’t think they could grow much of anything—even with irrigation—looking at the soil. It’s white and sandy rather than
the dark brown loam we’re used to at home. Where it’s not irrigated, there’s not much more than a few mesquite bushes.

Chihuahuan Desert in west Texas– The black stripe beneath the mountain is the wall at the U.S./Mexico border.
About an hour east of El Paso we got our first glimpse of the wall along the Rio Grande that marks much of the border between
the United States and Mexico. (The weather app on our phones alternated between Ft. Hancock, Texas and Vado de Cedillos, Mexico
at this point.) The landscape to the south was empty land dotted with a few scrubby plants, while to the north there were eroded mountains
that looked like badlands. It’s hard to believe anyone could survive crossing this inhospitable land, and you’d almost think they should
deserve a reward if they made it, rather than punishment.
It’s no secret that one of this year’s Presidential candidates is reaching out to xenophobic Americans with the message that we
should “build a wall” to keep foreigners out of our country. The fact is, though, that anywhere it’s remotely practical to build one, walls
and fences already exist on our southern border. In fact, since 2001 we’ve spent more than $3.5 billion on border reinforcements. It may
have reduced some of the drug smuggling between the Mexico and the United States, but it really hasn’t done much to affect illegal
immigration. The vast majority of illegal immigrants enter this country legally but just don’t bother leaving when their visas expire. No
wall will ever prevent that. (What would is inflicting harsh penalties on those who employ illegal aliens, but no one seems to want to do
that.) The barriers are ugly, and they send a very unfriendly message to our neighbors. They’re also suspected of causing environmental
damage, and pretty much no one who lives anywhere in the border region (including staunch Republicans) wants them. As I write this,
though, several speakers at the Republican convention are trumpeting the “build a wall” panacea that’s part of their platform.
Twice within an hour the woman in charge of the diner got on the intercom and rather brusquely reminded people that lunch was
being served on Mountain Time. I gather a number of people had made reservations for 11:30 or noon and then shown up when the
clock reached those times in the Central Time Zone. Amtrak always does operate in the time zone the train is passing through, so even
though breakfast was on Central Time, before lunch we’d have to set our watches back an hour.
We’d purposely reserved one of the earlier lunch slots today, so we ended up eating as we crossed the eastern suburbs of El
Paso. Our dining companions were a couple from Vicksburg, Mississippi. The man (by far the quieter of the two) was an engineer who
went around the country assisting with various problems at nuclear power plants. He has to be one of the few people from outside the
Cedar Rapids area who actually knows where Palo, Iowa is. He’s been there to help out at the plant. The wife was a teacher who taught
what’s now called family and consumer science, the subject formerly known as home economics. I’d bet she’s a good teacher. She’s
near retirement, though, and she obviously can’t wait for to walk out the door. She was clearly sick of the increasing laziness among kids
and all the silly government regulations that keep changing arbitrarily. I can’t say I disagree, and I’m sure the problems are worse at an
urban public school in Mississippi than at a rural Catholic school in Iowa.
I had pork shanks for lunch, with a large salad on the side. Margaret ordered a bacon cheeseburger. Again we both had dessert.
This time I had the cheesecake, while she enjoyed the mousse. It was another pleasant meal.
As we finished eating we rode through Ysleta, a formerly independent city that now makes up most of eastern El Paso. I felt
surprising connections to Ysleta. Margaret lived here when she was a little girl and our father was stationed at nearby Ft. Bliss. More
recently the Garrigan quiz bowl team has played Ysleta multiple times at nationals, most recently just a month ago. I must say Ysleta
looked nothing like I expected it to. I’m pretty sure when Margaret was there the family lived in a trailer, and her descriptions made it
seem very poor. When I looked up the place online, about the main image that comes up is of a Spanish mission that dates to 1680. We
went nowhere near anything that looked remotely colonial, and we really didn’t see much that looked poverty-stricken either. Instead
Ysleta basically looked like suburban anywhere. It had big box stores, fast food places, mega-churches, car dealers, and lots and lots of
generic single family homes.

After hours and hours of nothing, we were suddenly in the big city. El Paso itself has about 700,000 people, and there’s roughly
three million in the Juárez—El Paso metro area. While the place has less of a skyline than Des Moines, it seems to stretch on forever.
It took more than an hour from when we first left the farmland to when we finally reached the station downtown.
El Paso is a service stop on Amtrak, a place
where they empty the waste from the toilets, re-stock the
diner and lounge, and do any minor maintenance that
needs to happen. It’s especially important that they make
sure the engines are operating properly, because extreme
heat is a factor on this part of the journey. The outside
temperature in El Paso was 101o, and while you could say
it was a “dry heat”, it was still incredibly hot.
The station in El Paso (Union Depot, one of many
stations created as a cooperative by different railroads) is
gorgeous. It was apparently designed by Daniel Burnham,
the architect who also designed many of Chicago’s old
buildings including that city’s Union Station. The most
prominent feature is a clock tower that looks almost like the
steeple on a church. Inside the place is a delightful mixture
of hardwood, granite, and brass. It’s kind of a shame it’s
only used by three trains in each direction per week.

Union Depot – El Paso, Texas

While we were stopped in El Paso Margaret got a
message on her cell phone. It was from the University of
Iowa Hospitals, who were calling her because she was
listed as a contact for my Aunt Alaire. There was
apparently a mix-up with an appointment there, and Alaire
had left confused and disoriented. There wasn’t really
anything Margaret could do about that when she was in
Texas, but she did call Uncle Harvey and Aunt Max to
make them aware of the situation. We’d find out later that
apparently everything was fine, but it was certainly
disturbing to get that call.
We left El Paso station shortly before 2pm and
continued our journey west. Just a few minutes later we
crossed the Rio Grande. There’s no wall here, though, and
we didn’t enter Mexico. In extreme west Texas, the river
forms the border with the state of New Mexico. The
international border here is the survey line of the Gadsden
Rio Grande River between El Paso, TX and Sunland Park, NM
Purchase, a region the United States bought from Mexico
specifically for the purpose of building this railroad. The Rio Grande at El Paso really isn’t much of a river. I’m pretty sure the Des Moines
River at Algona is wider. I must say there was a bit of a thrill in crossing it, though.
As we rode across New Mexico we read through the El Paso Times, which I’d purchased from
a machine at the station. The big story today was that there had been another case of police shooting
a t black man, this time in the Twin Cities. This time it appeared the victim did literally nothing illegal.
For all the people who think everyone should have guns, it’s interesting that the victim (a school cafeteria
worker named Philandro Castile) had a concealed carry permit. Apparently during a traffic stop he told
the officer he had a gun on him, and when he reached for his wallet to get his license the policeman
thought he was reaching for the gun. I can understand why the officer reacted that way, but really the
whole thing should have been handled differently.
No one is ever going to say the far southern New Mexico is beautiful—or if anyone does, it
won’t be me. While the few plants we saw were still remarkably green, overall there just isn’t much in
the area. I took a picture of the elevation app on my cellphone. The picture blurred, but I don’t really
think it makes that much difference. It shows pretty much what we saw—an endless beige desert with
flecks of green from the occasional plant. The railroad is by far the most noteworthy thing in the
landscape. (By the way, in case you’re wondering, the elevation in the area is 3,616 feet.)
We crossed the Continental Divide in New Mexico, though you certainly wouldn’t know it for
looking at the surrounding scenery. There’s no real pass here, nor would you call the landscape in the
area mountains. At 4,587 feet, this is the lowest crossing of the Great Divide in North America—which
is precisely why the made the Gadsden Purchase to put the railroad through here. In Mexico they call

“My Elevation” app
near Deming, NM

the Gadsden Purchase “la venta de la Mesilla” or the sale of the little table. “Mesilla” is not a bad way of describing the
region. It’s basically just a plateau with very little to distinguish it at all.

We stopped at Deming and Lordsburg, New Mexico, and then made our way on into Arizona. This would mark our second time
change of the day. Technically Arizona is in the Mountain Time Zone, but the state doesn’t use Daylight Savings Time. Because of that
in summer the time in Tucson and Phoenix is the same as it is in Los Angeles. It was kind of strange to have breakfast today in
Central Time, lunch in Mountain Time, and dinner in what was essentially Pacific Time.

ABOVE: Badlands-like mountains in southeast Arizona
RIGHT: Cell phone weather widget in St. David, Arizona
The scenery got both more rugged and prettier in Arizona. We saw more eroded
mountains that reminded me of the badlands in the Dakotas. There still wasn’t much in the
way of vegetation, but what there was had a dark green color—not the dusty sage I usually
think of in the desert.
We continued to track our progress with our cell phones. Beyond El Paso the signal strength varied, but we had reception pretty much everywhere. I was amused when the weather app picked up the signal from St.
David, Arizona, and I had to snap a screen shot of my namesake. I had assumed St. David was named after the patron of Wales (the
best known saint who shares my name), but it turns out that isn’t the case. It’s not named after a saint in the sense that Catholics or
Anglicans use that word. When I googled the place, I found that St. David was founded by Mormons. The town was named after David
Patten, a Latter Day Saint from Missouri.
Just beyond St. David we made our next stop in Benson, Arizona. Looking at the signs along I-10, it appears that the main
attraction in Benson is “the thing”. This tourist trap apparently dates back to 1940s and was originally located near Barstow, California.
In the ‘60s it moved a few hundred miles east, and today a modern truck stop has been built around it. It looked like nothing more than
a blot on the desert from the train. Searching online, I found its namesake attraction is apparently a mummified Native American mother
and child, a curiosity some people were fascinated by and others found disgusting. Even if I happen to pass through southern Arizona
on the highway in the future, I doubt I’ll stop in.
We saw more and more desert plants as we made our way across Arizona. One familiar sight was organ pipe cactus, which
takes its name from its many vertical “pipes” covered with spines. Years ago, on one of the trips when I flew to California, I made a sidetrip to Organ Pipe Cactus National Monument, which lies right on the Mexican border east of Yuma. There I saw these fascinating plants
in bloom. They weren’t blooming today in the summer heat, but they were still interesting to see.
As we neared Tucson, an announcement was made that said that passengers who were seated in the lounge would have the
first priority at seats in the coaches. We’d find out later that there had been sold out since Houston, and I gather things were very hectic
for the coach passengers. This was another thing that made me glad we’d sprung for a sleeper.
Tucson is another place there’s padding built into the schedule. We arrived there around 6:15, a full half hour ahead of schedule.
It’s scheduled as a service stop, with 50 minutes of stopping time. Getting there early, we were on the platform for nearly an hour and a
half.
Margaret and I briefly went out to the platform in Tucson. Briefly is all, because even after six at night, it was still over 99o. It
literally felt like walking into an oven, so I just walked around for a couple minutes and retreated to the air conditioned train.
We’d purposely made reservations for one of the earlier dinner seatings, and soon after we stopped in Tucson they called our
time. We ended up eating with the same couple from Vicksburg that we’d had lunch with. In addition to salads and the standard desserts,
tonight Margaret and I both ordered steak. She ordered hers medium rare, while I ordered medium well. Both of them arrived extremely
undercooked, and we sent them back for additional time on the grill. Mine was still a bit pinker than I’d prefer when I got it back, but it
was tolerable. While it’s certainly better that they’d undercook a steak than overcook it (at least that way the mistake can be fixed), there’s
really not much reason for either. When I worked at a restaurant in high school, steaks were just about the easiest thing we made.
There’s a set time for each degree of doneness. If you keep track of that time, the steak will come out just as the customer wants it every
time. You can also double-check by pressing against the meat, either with a fork or with your finger. Different degrees of doneness have
different amounts of give. It’s way easier to cook a steak to a given temperature than it is to poach an egg or make an omelet, and it’s

kind of surprising this chef got it wrong. Steak is by far the most expensive thing on Amtrak’s menu (though any entrée you choose is
included with the cost of a sleeper), but I honestly liked the enchiladas I had last night better.
We’d asked T.J. to make up our beds while we were at dinner. He was busy boarding people from Tucson at that point, but he
did get our room ready shortly after we finished eating. Hitting the sack early was a good decision. It was still quite early in the Pacific
Time Zone, but we knew we’d be getting into Los Angeles very early in the morning. At least this way we could a get a bit of sleep before
we arrived.

I actually slept surprisingly well last night. I fell asleep quickly and was only vaguely aware when we reached Maricopa, a major
stop that serves suburban Phoenix. I completely slept through the midnight stop at Yuma, but I did wake up when we reached Palm
Springs around 2:15am. From there I was basically awake for the rest of the trip, but I did manage to get about six hours of sleep—which
is pretty close to what I get most nights. Margaret also seemed to get some fairly decent sleep, which made me very glad we’d decided
to put the beds down early.
Once we passed Ontario, California (around 3:45am) the group from Louisiana started making noise, which pretty much woke
up the rest of the car. We tried to rest as best we could, but neither Margaret nor I could sleep from there on into L.A.
I’ve included here the
official log for our train, which
gives you an idea of just how
much they pad the schedule.
While we were more than half
an hour late at one point and
behind schedule even in Palm
Springs, we ended up arriving
in Los Angeles at 4:33am,
more than an hour early. T.J.,
the car attendant, was quiet
and apologetic when we
arrived. He noted that we were
well ahead of schedule and
said we were welcome to stay
on board until 5:30 and “detrain
at your leisure”. We didn’t stay
that long, but we did dress and
pack up our things in slow
motion. We also got a cup of
Log for the Sunset Limited from amtrakstatusmaps.com
coffee and sipped it while sitting on the bottom bunk. It was pushing five by the time we finally made our way into the station.
I was really rather shocked at just how busy Union Station in Los Angeles was at 5am. The station in Chicago doesn’t even
open its doors until 5:00, but this place looked like it had been for at least an hour when we arrived. It really was hopping. Almost all the
restaurants and shops were open, and commuters were crowding the hallways as they made their way to and from commuter trains and
the metro. The rush hour is obviously earlier in California than it is further east.
We made our way to baggage claim and arrived there just as bags from our train were starting to arrive on the carousel. We
claimed them and asked the woman in charge of the room for directions to find the Metropolitan Lounge. The place is well hidden. It’s
upstairs, above an area that mostly houses car rental desks. The lounge seems to primarily serve business class passengers on the
trains that run up and down the coast, but both arriving and departing sleeping car passengers are also welcome.
While it’s only been open for a year and a half, I can’t say I cared a lot for the Los Angeles Metropolitan Lounge. It’s certainly
better than the Magnolia Room in New Orleans, but it’s nowhere near as nice as the new lounge (or even the old one) in Chicago. The
main problem is that the place is just too small. Between the arrivals from the Sunset Limited and the business class departures on the
Pacific Surfliner, almost every seat was occupied. When the Southwest Chief arrived in another couple of hours, it would likely be even
worse. In addition the air conditioning didn’t seem to be working properly, and we couldn’t connect to their wi-fi. They did, however, have
snacks and beverages, outlets we could use to charge our phones, and a clean bathroom where I could shave, brush my teeth, and
generally get ready for the day.
The TV in the lounge was tuned to a news station, and unfortunately there was big news today. Last night a man had ambushed
a group of police officers in Dallas, killing five of them. This happened at the end of an otherwise peaceful protest in response to the
recent police incidents in Louisiana and Minnesota that I wrote about earlier. This would be the main story in the news throughout the
coming week. While I can certainly understand people demanding justice after Sterling and Castile were killed, this shooting doesn’t
make any sense to me at all. The officers who were killed had nothing to do with either killing, and there’s no indication that any o those
who were attacked had ever been accused of police brutality. In fact one of them was a transit cop whose job mostly involves checking

for fare evasion. It also seems strange for the attack to happen in Dallas, a city with a black chief of police that has made great strides
in reducing police brutality. Killing innocent officers in Dallas does nothing to solve a problem in Baton Rouge or St. Paul. It just leads to
even more violence.
After resting a bit in the lounge, I went down to the metro station
beneath Union Station. Months ago I had ordered two “TAP” cards, the
plastic smartcards we’d be using while taking transit on this trip. I ordered
them online and paid $14 for two cards. That was supposed to include a
$2 fee and also $5 in transit value that would be loaded to each card.
Loading transit value online works great with Chicago’s Ventra cards;
unfortunately the Windy City seems to be just about the only place that can
get the system to work. I had issues with the Washington metro’s
smartcards a year ago, and now I had similar issues in L.A. When I got
the cards in he mail I read the fine print and discovered that in order to use
the pre-loaded fare, the cards had to be tapped at a vending machine
within thirty days of the time the fare was loaded. There was no mention
of that quirk on the website, and it pretty much defeated the purpose of
ordering the cards ahead of time. I immediately e-mailed customer service
Los Angeles transit TAP card
and got a response from “Rita K.” assuring me that if I contacted them at
least ten days before our trip (but no more than thirty), they would re-post the fare to the cards so we could use it. I e-mailed again
twenty-nine days prior to our arrival in Los Angeles, but I’d gotten no response. Then, a week and a half later, I e-mailed again. There
was still no response, and I suspected the cards probably hadn’t had the value credited.
So … today I went down to the metro station to see if my suspicion was correct. While checking the value of a card at the
vending machine is way more complicated than it needs to be, I was able to confirm that both cards were worth exactly $0.00. My emails had apparently been ignored, and absolutely nothing had been credited. I was annoyed to say the least. I should have just waited
and gotten the cards when we arrived. I was trying to prepare ahead of time, though, and it back-fired.
To cover what we needed to do on our trip I wanted to buy a weekly pass for each card and also put some cash value on them.
(The whole point of getting them with pre-paid value was that one of the buses we’d be taking required a fare supplement on top of the
pass.) It was unclear whether the machines made change, so I assumed I’d need the appropriate amount of money to make the
purchases. The weekly passes cost $25 each, and I had no f$5 bills. So I went to a place that sold coffee and rolls and bought a
cinnamon roll with a $20 bill. The woman at the counter wasn’t happy, but she did give me three fives and two ones in addition to my roll.
(Conveniently, she didn’t have any tens.) I didn’t put any cash fare on the cards, but at least they had the passes.
By the way, the metro vending
machines in Los Angeles look identical to the
ones they use at the light rail and express bus
stations in the Twin Cities (which leads me to
suspect that, as in Minneapolis, they probably
do give change). The only real difference is
the languages they use. In Los Angeles the
choices are English and Spanish. Those are
also the primary languages in Minneapolis/St.
Paul, but they also offer Hmong and Somali,
both of which are spoken by significant
numbers of Minnesotans. In both L.A. and
Minnesota the choices are made by pressing
buttons that have letter codes next to them.
You always have to press several buttons to
make a purchase. In most of the L.A. stations
the digital read-outs at the top of the machines
say things like “ONE RIDE? PRESS A – A –
A – D”. It’s kind of strange that they don’t have
a single-button option that defaults to the most
common choice (which they do in Chicago),
but neither city does that.

Website view of vending machines – Los Angeles metro

There wasn’t much to do in the lounge, so we soon got bored and decided to set off exploring. L.A. has opened one completely
new transit line and greatly expanded another since I was last here, and one of the things I wanted to do on this trip was to check out
where those went. So we went downstairs, tapped our cards, and caught the gold line light rail northeast from downtown.
The first part of the gold line had just opened the last time I was here. At the time it extended from downtown L.A. to Pasadena
(though part of it had been closed by a mudslide when I visited). It’s now been extended at both ends. Today we took the most recent
addition, which opened just this spring. The train we boarded had the destination “APU/Citrus College”. APU stands for Azusa Pacific
University, and our destination was the city of Azusa, one of a string of “foothill cities” at the base of the San Gabriel Mountains. If you’ve
followed the news you may know that there were serious wildfires in this area shortly before our trip, which had led to mandatory
evacuations of some very posh neighborhoods. Fortunately the fires were well north of where we were headed, so we weren’t directly
affected by them.

Our ride on the gold line took us through northeast Los Angeles (Chinatown, Lincoln/Cyprus, Heritage Square, Southwest
Museum, and Highland Park stations), through residential neighborhoods of western Pasadena (South Pasadena, Fillmore, Del Mar, and
Memorial Park), down the middle of Intestate 210 (Lake, Allen, and Sierra Madre Villa), and then on an old freight alignment through the
foothill suburbs (Arcadia, Monrovia, Duarte, Irwindale, and two stops in Azusa).
I’ve been there several times now, but I’m always impressed with just how pretty the residential and commercial parts of Los
Angeles are. While there’s a huge gash of really ugly industry east and south of downtown, the rest of L.A. really is one of the most
beautiful cities there is. On this trip on the gold line we passed through neighborhoods of all economic levels. Most of those
neighborhoods had Latino majorities (as does southern California as a whole), though others were predominantly Asian or Anglo. There’s
also a sizeable black minority throughout the area. Everything—rich or poor—seemed well maintained and cared for. Part of that is the
weather. Building materials stay in better shape when they aren’t exposed to winter conditions. It also helps that there’s lush foliage
(palm trees, ivy, and flowering bushes) all over the city. With an ever-increasing population, you don’t see the empty business along the
strips that we have back home, and all the commercial buildings seem to be in good shape. There’s interesting architecture throughout
the city, both in commercial buildings and homes in every price range. Finally there’s views of nature of one sort or another almost
everywhere—something you don’t normally have in the rust belt. While I love Chicago and its spectacular skyline, I have to say that out
in the neighborhoods Los Angeles really looks nicer.

ABOVE: View of the San Gabriel Mountains from Arcadia Station
RIGHT: Close up on “exponent” sign at the station
As a math teacher, one thing I was intrigued by on our metro trips were a
series of signs that appeared to be show numbers taken to different powers. I
think these are probably distance signs. The 167 sign here, for instance probably
means we were 16.7 miles from Union Station, rather than indicating 268,435,456,
which is the actual value of that number. It could also be the seventh location in
zone 16 or something like that, though. I really don’t know for sure.
We rode out to the end of the line and then turned around and headed back towards downtown. Soon we heard a bilingual
announcement that reminded us that we were supposed to tap out cards each time we boarded, or we could be subject to a fine. We
hadn’t tapped our cards in Azusa, so we got off at Arcadia, made ourselves legal again, and waited for the next train. Perhaps needless
to say, no one came to check, so we could easily have gotten away without the additional tap.
The announcements on L.A.’s trains and buses, by the way, are primarily in English. Every stop is announced in English by a
recording of a male voice, and the routine safety announcements are also made in English. They use Spanish (usually a more brief
version than the English and recorded by a female voice) to announce major transfer points and to note things that are illegal (as opposed
to unsafe). While people speak more than a hundred languages in Los Angeles, no other languages are ever used on transit. It’s also
interesting that place names and the names of the transit lines are always given in English, even in the Spanish language announcements.
This leads to odd announcements like “La próxima estación es 7th Street/Metro Center. Hay transbordo con la Metro Blue Line hacia
Long Beach en la misma plataforma. En la paltaforma abajo hay transbordo con la Metro Purple Line hacia Wilshire y Western y con la
Metro Red Line hacia Union Station o North Hollywood.”
We made our way back to Union Station, and I enjoyed admiring the place as we made our way through the building. Union
Station was opened in 1939, the last of the grand old train stations. It’s an architectural masterpiece—mission style on the exterior and
art deco inside. The whole place is kept immaculate, and it really is one of the most gorgeous stations anywhere. There was one odd
feature Margaret and I noticed on this trip, though. The waiting area, which is filled with oversized wood and leather chairs, was roped
off, with access only available to ticketed passengers departing on Amtrak or Metrolink trains. I assume they’ve had problems with people
loitering. It really is too bad, though, since a public space should be available for the public. On the other hand, a nice feature in the
waiting area is a piano that is available to all who want to play. I saw multiple pianists showing off their skills on various trips through
Union Station.
We made our way through the waiting area to the outdoor plaza in front of the station. For our next trip we wanted to catch the
silver line, an express bus that on maps appeared to stop on an island between the station and a nearby freeway. We found that island

easily enough, but it was less clear exactly where the stop we wanted was. We saw the stop for the northbound silver line, but not the
southbound stop. Eventually I found a transit employee who was emptying trash cans, and she was able to direct me to the appropriate
place. Soon a bus came. It was a bit confusing, though, because it was a regular local bus rather than the specially painted buses
normally used for this route. The digital readout said “SILVER LINE”, though, so we boarded. I tapped my card on the farebox and then
put in three quarters to cover the fare supplement that is supposed to apply to this route.
The first part of our trip was on city streets and gave us a nice tour of downtown. My brother Paul and his wife will be visiting
L.A. next winter, and they’re looking at taking things like Gray Line tours. I’d imagine what we saw was similar to that tour—minus the
narration, of course. Los Angeles has a comparatively small downtown area, but it is thriving. As in Chicago and New York, a sizeable
number of people actually live downtown, which creates demand for the stores and restaurants outside of business hours. There’s also
a number of cultural institutions, the most noteworthy of which is the Walt Disney Concert Hall (built largely with a donation from the
cartoonist’s widow). This building was designed by architect Frank Gehry and features the sail-like metal panels for which he is known.
Margaret obviously hated the building, but I didn’t mind it so much. I found it much nicer than the Weisman Art Museum in Minneapolis,
for instance, which looks like a bad copy of the same idea.
South of downtown the bus entered
Interstate 110 (the Harbor Freeway), and we
quickly moved left into the diamond lane.
What makes the silver line unique is that for
most of its length it stops only at “stations” that
are located in the interstate median and are
accessed directly from the express lane.
Elevators and ramps provide access from the
surrounding neighborhoods, just like you see
at rail stations that are located on freeways.
Buses run frequently to these stations, which
all seemed to be used fairly heavily while we
were there. Minneapolis is in the process of
building a similar bus line along I-35W, and it
really is a good idea. It’s cheaper than building
a rail line, but it provides many of the same
benefits that a train does.
Website picture of Slauson Station on the Silver Line
Silver line buses run about every ten minutes at rush hour and every fifteen minutes throughout the day on the bulk of the line.
Unfortunately we were headed to the far south end of the line, and only every other bus (and in some cases every third) goes as far south
as we wanted to go. The bus we were on went out of service at the Harbor Gateway Transit Center, so that’s where we got off. There
are video displays that show the next bus arrivals for at least a dozen different lines here, and we quickly deduced that we’d have a halfhour wait before we could proceed.
One way we killed time during part of our wait was using the
restroom. A little brick building in the midst of the bus mixmaster housed two
things that might best be described as super-toilets. While they were free to
use, they reminded me of pay toilets I’d seen in France. When a person
entered the enamel and metal facilities, the door automatically locked. The
lock remained on for a set time period (long enough to do your duty), but then
the door would automatically open to keep people from loitering in the
restroom. Inside everything was operated by push buttons that were
surrounded by odd-looking circles of LED lights. After every few users, the
doors would automatically lock, and the facility would go through an
automatic self-cleaning cycle. It seemed to work. Every surface was
spotless, and the place smelled clean when we used it.

Toilet at Harbor Gateway Transit Center

We added cash value to our TAP cards at Harbor Gateway so they
could automatically cover the silver line surcharge. Strangely, while we
boarded with no problem, when we finished the trip we’d find that no money
had actually been debited. I’m not sure what was up with that.

We boarded bus #2 and continued southward. We returned to the Harbor Freeway and made two more stops there before
exiting for good. We pressed the “stop” button at the Harbor Beacon Park-and-Ride, which is at the north end of San Pedro. If you look
at a map of the city of Los Angeles. You’ll notice that a long, thin strip within the city limits extends southward along I-110 from the main
part of town to the harbor area. The strip was originally called the shoestring and later got the name Harbor Gateway. The end of the
strip (where it widens out along the coast) is San Pedro (pronounced PEED-row, even by Latinos). Fully part of the city of L.A.—though
it’s twenty miles south of downtown—San Pedro is home to about 100,000 people who represent all races and economic levels. Most
importantly, though, it’s the location of the Port of Los Angeles, America’s largest port and the only cargo facility in our country that can
handle the world’s largest container ships.
Our destination this morning was at the port. We made our way across a vast parking lot that mostly serves the World Cruise
Center and then to the entrance of the USS Iowa Museum. I’ve toured a couple of other ships before, and I thought it might be interesting
to see the one christened after my home state. In addition to the name, the Iowa is a fairly historic ship. The ship carried President
Franklin Roosevelt to Algeria and Iran for a conference with Churchill and Stalin. It held the largest guns ever used by a Navy ship, and

USS Iowa – Los Angeles, California
it was the flagship that carried Admiral Halsey at the
Japanese surrender in Tokyo Bay. The ship also saw
action during the Korean war, and it was reactivated in the
1980s to counter Soviet nuclear build-ups. In 2012 the
ship was donated to a non-profit organization, and it is now
permanently docked in Los Angeles as a museum.
As we entered, a professional photographer
insisted on snapping our picture by a blank screen, hoping
to sell us a souvenir. He actually took two photos, each of
which ended up superimposed over the same background.
In the second he wanted us to cover our ears as if we were
reacting to a loud noise. I suppose that makes sense in
context, but it was ridiculous in front of a blank screen. As
I did with the photo they insisted on taking of the quiz bowl
team at Willis Tower, I just copied the proof from their
website and pasted it here. I wouldn’t dream of paying for
the thing.
The USS Iowa Museum created a smartphone
app, and that’s how they really, really want you to experiSouvenir photo proof from Battleship Iowa
ence the ship. What’s supposed to happen is that your phone is supposed to sense where you are on the ship and bring up information
that describes that area. The app didn’t work so well for us, though. Sometimes it didn’t seem to recognize where we were at all, and
more often it brought up dozens of options that were all nearby. The information they provided was mostly in the form of videos,and they
seemed more concerned with the way things were presented than with the content. We gave up on the app quickly and just bumbled
around reading the few signs they have here and there. I’m glad the app was free; it would have been extremely disappointing if I’d paid
to download it. We learned quite a bit more catching bits and pieces of guided tours that were being given to a school group and groups
of veterans than we did from the smartphone app.
While I’d have preferred more written information, overall
I did enjoy seeing the ship. It was especially cool to see FDR’s
quarters, including the special bathtub that was added to
accommodate his polio (the only tub ever installed on a Navy
ship). It was also interesting to see the difference between the
officers’ quarters (with private rooms) and those used for enlisted
personnel (rows of bunks three and four high). I was less
interested in the ship’s weaponry, though other visitors were
clearly fascinated by that. I did like seeing the intricate
mechanisms used to steer the ship and the communication
devices. Overall it was a fun place to spend a couple hours.
It was also interesting to see the port itself. We spent
quite a while gawking at a ship docked across the harbor from
which they were unloading enormous shipping containers. You
Evergreen container ship and fire boat
don’t realize just how big cargo ships are until you realize that
Port of Los Angeles
each of those containers is the size of a semi trailer, and there are
literally hundreds of them stacked into the ship. We also saw a fireboat patrolling the harbor. I remember decades ago watching an
episode of Emergency in which a fireboat figured prominently, and it was kind of fun to see one in person.

As is true at pretty much every attraction, we exited the USS Iowa through a gift shop. This was one of many gift shops I’ve
been to where I’ve thought I could give marketing lessons to the operators (and I’m certainly no expert in that field). There were lots of
generic military souvenirs, but pretty much nothing related to this specific ship. Margaret and I spent quite a while browsing
through the place, but neither of us picked up much of anything. In fact our most memorable purchase was a bag of dehydrated cherries
that was displayed together with “astronaut ice cream” near the check-out. The snack was actually surprisingly good.
We waited quite a while for a northbound silver
line bus. When one came the driver barked at us to step
back so a handicapped person could exit. Once the man
in the wheelchair had gone, he scolded us again for not
boarding quickly enough. We tapped our cards again, and
once more we’d find none of the extra fare we’d added was
deducted.
I’m glad we boarded as far south as we did. We
got seats easily, but by the time we got to Harbor Gateway
it was standing room only. The driver repeatedly called for
people to move back to make room. Mostly he said this
rather matter-of-factly in English, but at one point he made
the announcement slowly and distinctly in Spanish. It
didn’t seem to have much effect in either language,
because there wasn’t really much of anywhere people
could move.
Among the standees there are three specific
memories I have. Among them were two Hispanic ladies
who apparently didn’t know each other but spent the entire
trip gossiping. There was also a Moslem family. A mother
and her two children were dressed so they looked modern
and fashionable, while at the same time adhering to the
strict religious dress code. Finally there was a black
teenager who wore a polo shirt announcing that he had
won the “academic diamond award” at some high school.
At one of the freeway stops the driver apologized
to an old woman in an electric wheelchair because there
was literally no room for her on the bus. The woman
started cursing a blue streak, and she also snapped a
USS Iowa bridge floor with motto of the State of Iowa
picture of the driver on her cell phone and screamed that
she’d be filing a lawsuit. The driver pointed out that another bus would be following soon, but she would hear none of it. I think she
expected everyone who was already on board to exit the bus just so she could get on. It turned out the driver was right. The crowds who
had boarded had gotten our bus well behind schedule. By the time we reached the next stop there was another bus literally right behind
us, and presumably that bus had already picked up the disabled woman.
We made our way downtown and exited right in front of the Civic
Center subway station. We walked a couple blocks east to our next
destination, City Hall. You’ve almost certainly seen the L.A. City Hall without
realizing it. It’s appeared as a generic skyscraper in countless movies and
TV shows and had more specific roles such as the Daily Planet building in
Superman. Surrounded by other art deco buildings (like the headquarters for
the Los Angeles Times), the towering city hall is quite a handsome building
itself. From 1928 to 1964 it was the tallest building west of the Mississippi,
and it remains an impressive part of the L.A. skyline.
I’d read that there was a free observation deck at the top of the City
Hall tower, and we were here to see that. We made our way to the visitors’
entrance and went inside. As is true pretty much everywhere these days, we
were greeted by security. The officers who processed us were friendly and
efficient. I couldn’t help but think of the attack that had been in the news,
though, and it struck me that these men would be very exposed.
Once we’d been cleared and given “visitor” stickers, we took an
Los Angeles City Hall
express elevator with a gorgeous wood and brass interior up to the 22 nd floor. There we transferred to a much plainer elevator, which
took us up to floor #26. There’s a formal lobby there with walls lined with portraits of all the men who have served as mayor of Los
Angeles. From that lobby we walked up an elegant staircase to the 27 th floor, where the observation deck surrounds a room that appears
to be a place press conferences are held.

We made our way out to the open-air observation deck and honestly had more fun than we’d had at Willis Tower. While Los
Angles doesn’t have a spectacular skyline, there are a number of interesting buildings. It had been quite foggy in the morning, but it
cleared off by afternoon, so we had a view quite a distance away. Theoretically you can see the Pacific from the observation deck. I
don’t think the visibility was that good, but we were able to scope out many different parts of the city.
After looking out and snapping pictures in every direction, we made our way back downstairs. While we theoretically could have
taken the subway or a bus, it was nearly as quick to just walk back to Union Station, so that’s what we did. On the way we passed a
couple of nice city parks. Something we couldn’t help but notice in the parks were fountains that had no water in them. We saw sign
after sign that noted that fountains and other “water features” had been shut off by order of the mayor. This was presumably due to the
drought that has plagued L.A. for nearly a decade. It’s still unusually dry in southern California, though—much drier than what we’d seen
in Texas, for instance. It’s not local water that Los Angeles uses, though. The city gets virtually all its water from mountains in northern
California. Snow pack is back to near normal there, and state and federal officials have officially declared the drought over. Turning off
the fountains is probably more symbolic than anything, but I suppose it does send a good message about conservation.

ABOVE: View looking southwest from City Hall observatory
(The Los Angeles Times building is in the foreground.)
RIGHT: Sign in fountain that was turned off due to drought
We relaxed for a bit in the Metropolitan Lounge, which was much quieter in the afternoon than it had been in the morning. Then
we reclaimed the bags we’d left and made our way down to the subway. I was glad that we’d boarded at the end of the line. W e got
seats and space for our bags, but after just two stops the car was full. You still hear comments about how nobody uses transit in L.A.,
but that’s just not true at all.
While probably a bit poorer than average, transit riders on the whole are a pretty good cross-section of Los Angeles. That means
it’s a very different mix than you see in other cities. About half of Angelinos are Latino, a higher share than in any major city save San
Antonio. About a third are Anglo whites, and the rest are about evenly divided between Asians and black people. That’s a much smaller
percentage of blacks than you find in most major cities, while Asians and Hispanics both have higher percentages than elsewhere. More
than a third are first generation immigrants, including a lot of the “Anglos” who actually hail from Eastern Europe. Interestingly, the racial
distribution is nearly the same for the whole of Los Angeles County as it is for the central city.
One thing you can’t help but notice when taking transit or walking around Los Angeles is all the bums. A huge number of
marginal people (almost all of them white, by the way) make their way to California. There are homeless people in every city, but the
percentage seems a lot higher in Los Angeles. Lots of them are physically handicapped, and pretty much all appear to be mentally ill. I
think the mild climate makes it easier to survive on the street in L.A., and the Golden State’s liberal drug laws (pretty much anyone can
obtain “medical” marijuana legally) may also have something to do with it. Most of the bums aren’t particularly aggressive and can be
easily ignored, but they definitely are there.
We saw marginal people on the street, on trains and buses, and in transit stations. It was not at all uncommon to see homeless
people sleeping on benches in L.A. metro stations, which is something I’ve never seen in Chicago, New York, or Washington. I think one
reason the bums make it into stations is that the stations are unmanned. Theoretically you have to go through a turnstile to enter the
subway, but it wouldn’t be particularly hard to crawl under or to enter when someone is going out through the handicap gate. There’s no
station attendant to see that you don’t, and while there are security cameras in the stations, I got the feeling they only look at them after
the fact rather than monitoring the cameras continuously.
Homelessness is often the result of a lack of affordable housing, but that’s not really the sense I got in L.A. When you check
the want ads, there are apartments available for pretty much any amount you want to pay—some for even less than what I pay in rural
Iowa. Of course the cheap places are anything but luxurious, and they’re likely to be in bad neighborhoods. They do exist, though, yet
some people still seem to prefer to live on the street. That’s one of those things I suppose I’ll never understand.
We took the red line west to Hollywood & Highland. When we were here before Hollywood Boulevard was still a bit on the seedy
side, and this area was being developed in the hope of attracting tourists to the West Coast’s version of Times Square. The development
is done, and it’s definitely met its goal. We took the elevator up to street level and were greeted by an enormous and very chaotic crowd.
There were street musicians who seemed to be competing with each other for volume, mimes trying to get people to take their picture,

artists asking to paint people’s portraits, vendors peddling assorted trinkets, and bums just sitting on the sidewalk hoping people would
throw a quarter their way. Meanwhile tourist after tourist passed by, not really looking where they were going. Some were staring down
at the stars along the Walk of Fame or the handprints at the Chinese theater. Most, though, just seemed to wander around in a daze as
they stared at their cell phones. Everyone moved in slow motion, constantly bumping into everyone else. It was one of the most
claustrophobic and annoying situations I’ve ever been in.
While we were in the crowd, someone stepped on Margaret’s foot. She understandably found this very painful at the time, and
it was a recurring issue that gave caused her problems and slowed her down throughout the trip. I sympathized with her, but unfortunately
I really couldn’t do much to help her out.
Somehow Margaret and I managed to shove our way through this mess. Beyond the Chinese theatre the crowd thinned out a
bit, and we were able to make our way down to La Brea Avenue (two blocks west of the subway station). We turned south and walked
another two blocks to our ultimate destination, the Quality Inn—Hollywood. There are hundreds of hotels in Los Angeles, in every
conceivable price range. We’d searched and looked at reviews of dozens of them. In the end we settled on this one mostly because of
its location. While we didn’t actually do much in Hollywood, the location at Sunset & La Brea was convenient to a variety of buses and
the subway. There were also lots of dining options and other businesses just a short walk away.
The hotel was pleasant enough, though not really worth the rate (well over $100 a night). The fenced exterior hallways were
painted concrete, and the rooms had laminate flooring (which always seems both cheap and sticky to me). The entire hotel had been
recently painted—inside and out—with a color scheme of blue, turquoise, and grey. That made the place seem strangely beachy in a
neighborhood that was nowhere close to the water.
Our room was a very standard double queen room. It was better lit than most hotel rooms, and they had plenty of electrical
outlets. Most of the furnishings and fixtures were in good shape, though the dresser was missing a drawer handle and the faucet in the
bathtub had to be turned just right to shut off.
The strangest feature in the room was the window shade. It functioned like Venetian blinds but was actually just a single plastic
roll that alternated between clear and tinted. We could adjust it to let in as much or as little light as desired. Margaret and I definitely
differ on how much light we want in hotels. My preference is always to have things as bright as possible. I always have the drapes or
shades fully open during the day, and when I stay by myself I’ll often just put a sheer drape across the window at night. Awakening to
sunlight helps me sort of ease into the day. Margaret, on the other hand, finds it hard to get to sleep if there’s any light at all in a room at
night, and I get the feeling she values privacy more than sunlight by day. Since the lighting was good at this hotel, I didn’t mind too much
that we mostly left the shade closed.
After settling into our room we went out for dinner. We’d scoped out what was in the immediate area ahead of time and decided
to have dinner at a place right next to the hotel called Ono Hawaiian BBQ. This is exactly what it sounds like—a fast food place that
serves extremely authentic Hawaiian food. Margaret had kalua pork, while I had teriyaki chicken. Everything comes as a plate lunch
with two scoops of rice and the absolutely flavorless macaroni salad for which the islands are known. I added a fairly copious amount of
sriracha sauce to the macaroni, which made it quite a bit more palatable. We also had canned Hawaiian juices—lilikoi (passionfruit) for
me and guava for Margaret. I can’t say this was my favorite meal of the trip, but it was fun.

ABOVE: Ono Hawaiian BBQ at Sunset & La Brea
RIGHT: Mashti Malone’s neon sign at night
For dessert we headed to a place we’d been fifteen years ago—
Mashti Malone’s. This is an ice cream parlor that’s located in a two-story minimall right across the street from our hotel. The La Brea store is the original location of what is now a small chan. The strange name
comes from the fact that the Iranian-American owner (Mashti Shirvani) bought out a failing shop that was formerly called Mugsy Malone’s.

In an article I read, the owner said, “I didn’t have money to change it, so I just covered up ‘Mugsy’ with my name on the sign.” They’ve
since changed to a much more elaborate sign, but the name lives on. The place specializes in Middle Eastern flavors. While you can
get chocolate, vanilla, and praline pecan, it’s much more fun to be experimental. The hostess asked if we’d like to sample some flavors.
I had a taste of saffron and orange blossom and another of French lavender, settling on the latter for my treat. Margaret ended up with
a dish of rosewater cream.
The “legend” shown at left was apparently written by a
group of filmmakers who were shooting a movie scene at the
minimall back in 1983. They took frequent breaks at the ice cream
parlor and left the poem as a way of saying thanks. (If you look
carefully, you’ll notice at least one typo in the website version.)
While we were enjoying our ice cream I noticed they had
a cooler full of cartons of juice, and I figured I’d pick some up to
drink at the hotel. I got a carton of grapefruit juice and a carton of
sour cherry juice. It turned out to be an interesting purchase. I
first noticed that the carton was labeled in both English and a
language that was written in Cyrillic (or perhaps Greek) script. It
turned out that the juice was made in Albania or all places.
We went back to the hotel and settled into our room. We
watched the news and settled into bed—the end of a long, but fun,
day.

“The Legend of Mashti Malone”
(from the ice cream shop’s website)
I was up around 7:30 this morning, which pretty much fully caught me up on any sleep I’d missed on the train. Margaret on the
other hand was obviously still quite tired. She slept late and pretty much got up in slow motion.
catching up on a bit of sleep from yesterday. I must say the bathroom and shower were probably what I liked least about the Quality Inn.
In addition to the issue with turning the tub faucet completely off, the fabric shower curtain leaked water all over the floor. What’s more
the vent fan lacked power, which caused the bathroom to steam up badly. That in turn left the walls wet and sticky.
I couldn’t find my toothbrush or toothpaste this morning, though I’d find later it was buried deep inside my bag. So I just used a
washcloth to wipe off my teeth and called it good for now.
Eventually both of us were ready for the day, and we made our way to the breakfast room. This was another major negative of
the hotel. Breakfast was served in a very small space that rather obviously used to be a guest room. The selection was very minimal
(little beyond the obligatory waffle bar), and there was literally nowhere we could sit. We ended up just getting a cup of coffee and a
muffin and going back to the room to consume them. I’ve been to Quality Inns that had very nice breakfasts, but here it was a
disappointment.
Around 8:45 we made our way to the corner and boarded bus #2. I’d strongly recommend that anyone who visits Los Angeles
take this particular bus for as long of a distance as possible. We’d cover about half of the route’s length today, and later on this trip
we’d see much of the rest of it. Bus #2 begins on Cesar Chavez Avenue, just west of downtown. From there it runs west … and west
… and west, finally ending twenty-two miles later at Pacific Coast Highway near Malibu beach. On the way it passes homes that range
from hovels to mansions, every type of business imaginable, major institutions like UCLA, and the low but rugged mountains that divide
central L.A. from the coast.
Our trip this morning would cover three main areas of Los Angeles. First we traveled down the famous Sunset Strip, a
surprisingly dense stretch lined with nightclubs and generic suburban businesses that are mostly housed in businesses that are
architecturally interesting. The strip is also known for its decorative billboards, which really are a part of the landscape. By the way, for
those who remember the ‘60s, there’s no such address as 77 Sunset Strip. L.A. addresses count up from downtown, and the Sunset
Strip is way west of downtown. The area by our hotel was around 7500, and most of the strip would have addresses over 8000.
The strip gives way rather abruptly to the posh estates of Beverly Hills. Sunset runs right through the heart of Beverly Hills,
though pretty much nobody you’ve heard of actually has an address on the boulevard. (I checked one of those “star maps” that
someone had posted online, and all I found on Sunset were the former homes of dead people like Barbara Stanwyck and Harry Carey.)
What you see is pretty much the same throughout Beverly Hills, though. The stars like to maintain their privacy, so what you mostly
see from the street are beautifully manicured hedges. There’s an occasionally glimpse of a lovely home in the distance, but it’s not like
you’re actually going to see anyone famous. If you see anyone on the street, it will be the same nannies and gardeners who take the
city bus. It’s still kind of fun to go through Beverly Hills, though.
We continued west from Beverly Hills to the UCLA campus. I’d checked our route ahead of time with the metro phone app, so
I knew we wanted to exit at Sunset & Hilgard. One nice thing about the buses in Los Angeles is that they all have recorded

announcements and digital read-outs that give the next stop, so it’s easy to know when to signal the driver that you want to leave. We
pushed the button and got out right in the midst of all the red-brick college buildings.
We were transferring to another bus at UCLA, and again the metro phone app is really very helpful. It told us exactly which
corner of the intersection we wanted to be at to board our next bus, and approximately how long the wait would be. Some L.A. buses
(like the main part of the Sunset route) are frequent, while others can run as seldom as every 90 minutes, so having accurate information
on when the next one will arrive is useful. The phone app gets GPS information on precisely where each bus currently is, so the estimates
it gives are pretty much always correct. This time the phone told us to cross the street and wait about ten minutes. We did so and soon
boarded our second bus of the day, # 234.
On weekdays bus #234 serves a very limited area up in the San Fernando Valley. Saturdays and Sundays, though, it is extended
way south along Sepulveda Boulevard through the west side of Los Angeles. Sepulveda functions as the access road for Interstate 405,
and we kept crossing and re-crossing that massive freeway as we made our way north this morning.
Our ultimate destination was one of L.A.’s most famous attractions, the J. Paul Getty Center. Established in 1997 from the oil
magnate’s trust, this has quickly become one of the leading art museums in the world. A major advantage for visitors arriving by transit
is that it’s completely free. It costs $15 to park in their ramp, but there’s no admission charge at all. The Getty is definitely not the easiest
place in L.A. to get to, but it’s worth a trip.
It took right at an hour to get to the Getty from Hollywood by bus. That worked out well for us, because we ended up arriving
right before the museum opened. We had a couple of minutes to look at their sculpture garden (which also had its fountains off), and
then we joined about a dozen other people in a tape maze that was designed to accommodate hundreds. A college girl looked through
everyone’s bags, and then we proceeded to the platform for their people mover.
The Getty museum is high atop a hill, with the entrance far below at the base. It’s possible to walk from the entrance to the
museum, and a surprising number of people do. That certainly wasn’t appealing on a hot day, though, so we chose to ride instead. We
ended up on the first people mover trip of the day. This free shuttle is similar to the little trams that connect airport terminals, though it
runs on rubber tires instead of rails. As it makes its way up the hill (about a five-minute trip), the loudspeaker plays recorded greetings
in numerous languages.
When we reached the top we made a beeline for a desk where they were handing out timed tickets (also free) for their special
exhibition. Again we were able to get the first entry of the day. We then made our way to the entry for that exhibit. I think we were the
fourth and fifth people in line waiting for them to open at 10am. The waiting area was covered with a canvas canopy, but the y also
provided parasols people could use to shade themselves from the bright sun I they wanted. That wasn’t necessary for our short wait, but
it probably would be nice when the lines got long in the afternoon.
The special exhibition was called “Cave Temples
of Dunhuang: Buddhist Art on China’s Silk Road”. The
Getty has working with an organization in China to restore
this UNESCO World Heritage Site that includes hundreds
of man-made caves carved into a cliff near the Gobi Desert
in the 5th Century. The timed ticket is actually to see
recreations of three of the caves. While this part doesn’t
contain actual artifacts, it is faithfully rendered to show
exactly what archaeologists found in them. There’s also a
movie (which we skipped) and a large gallery exhibit of
original items from the caves. It was both fascinating and
beautiful, and I’m glad to have seen it.
Once we’d seen the special exhibition we went
through the main part of the museum, which is housed in
four separate modern buildings that surround a plaza. The
collection, most of which was originally purchased by the
billionaire who endowed the museum, is very extensive.
Surprisingly, though, it’s also rather limited in focus. Pretty
much all you’ll see at the Getty is European painting.
Walking through the galleries traces the history of
Part of the Cave Temples exhibit – J. Paul Getty Center
European painting from medieval times to the twentieth
century—in chronological order. It includes all the famous European artists, though most of the actual paintings are their lesser-known
works. (The most famous is probably Van Gogh’s Irises.) It’s pretty much exclusively European art you see here, though. There’s almost
nothing American and (aside from the special exhibit) not even a hint that non-western cultures might have created art. That’s very
different from the Chicago Art Institute (the art museum I know best), where the focus is on American art and there are rooms representing
every civilization in the world. It’s kind of surprising that a global city like Los Angeles has that limited of a collection.
We traced the history of European art, saw another special exhibit on landscape paintings, and gawked at the vistas from the
outdoor balconies. (We could see both downtown and the ocean from the Getty.) We passed on their extensive photography collection
and just gave most of the strange modern sculpture a quick once-over. The nice thing about free admission is that we didn’t feel we had
to look at every little thing to get our money’s worth.

We stopped at two different gift shops at the Getty, and both
Margaret and I made some purchases. My most interesting acquisition was
a mug that traces the history of art around the outside. It begins with the
cave paintings of southern France and includes works from ancient Egypt
and Greece. Then they show art by da Vinci and Botticelli, and they continue
on to Monet and Van Gogh, Munch and Picasso, and then Pollack and
Warhol. I think there are twenty-four works of art around the mug all together.
I intended to use a credit card for my purchase, but for some reason their
computer was down and they could only accept cash. Fortunately I did have
sufficient cash on me, but it was kind of annoying to have to spend it
unexpectedly.
After seeing all we wanted to at the museum we made our way back
down the hill on the people mover. We were very glad we’d arrived when
we did, because now the tape maze at the entrance was completely filled
with people waiting to have their bags searched.
We had about a fifteen-minute wait at the bus stop, mostly
entertaining ourselves by watching cars pull into the parking lot of a Jewish
temple across the street. There was a sign there indicating that this was
some minor holy day, though I have no clue which one. Whatever it was, it
did appear to draw a number of families to temple.
Website view of “A Brief History of Art” mug
We caught the southbound bus #234 and rode it for quite a bit
longer than we had this morning. We continued south past UCLA and into the area known as Century City. Named after 20 th Century
Fox, this posh neighborhood is a part of the City of Los Angeles rather than an independent town. It’s one of several “satellite centers”
in L.A., full of office towers and high rise luxury apartments that make it look every bit as important as downtown. At lunchtime on Saturday
this neighborhood was just getting up. People were out walking their dogs or heading to Starbuck’s for an expensive coffee.
We took the bus to its terminus at
Expo/Sepulveda station. This station is on the Expo line,
an entirely new light rail line that was just in the planning
phase when I was here before. It’s been built in two
sections and now extends from downtown Los Angeles to
downtown Santa Monica, four blocks from the Pacific
Ocean. The line is colored aqua on maps, but to avoid
confusion with the blue line it is named after Exposition
Boulevard, which it follows for most of the route. The line
was fiercely opposed by many who lived along it, who
feared it would bring those people into their toney
neighborhoods. Once it opened, though, it rapidly became
one of the most popular transit lines in the country.
The newest part of the Expo line has only been
open for one month, but it is already jam-packed with
riders. That’s especially true on weekends, when it’s the
easiest way to get to the beach. We crammed our way
onto an already full train and stood all the way to Santa
Monica.

“Selfie” at the Getty Center plaza
The Expo line ends at 4th & Colorado, across the street from an upscale shopping mall in downtown Santa Monica. From there
westward the sidewalk is covered with blue and yellow curved bricks that make a wave pattern leading to the beach. We followed the
wavy brick road, as did literally thousands of other people. Some came from the train and others from the numerous parking ramps in
the area. It really is a crush of humanity. They have traffic cops at each of the intersections between the rail station and the beach to
make sure that both pedestrians and cars can make it through safely. We followed a boy toting a skateboard with him. It seemed to
Margaret and me that a surfboard might be more appropriate, but he was lugging a skateboard to the beach.
We made our way to Colorado and Ocean, which is where the Santa Monica Pier begins. We quickly decided that we didn’t
want to fight the crowd and go to the actual pier, which mostly houses a seaside amusement park. Instead we spent twenty minutes or
so walking along Ocean Avenue, which runs along a cliff above the beach. The further we got from the pier, the more pleasant the beach
looked. Just a couple of blocks north it’s an uncrowded stretch of sand lined with palm trees. We didn’t actually go down to the beach
itself (we’d do that a couple days later), but it was fun to take an oceanside stroll. The scenery is gorgeous, and next to the water it was
breezy and the temperature was in the 70s. Beaches like this are why people move to California.
It was well into the afternoon at this point, and I was more than a little bit hungry. There’s any number of restaurant options in
Santa Monica, from fast food to five-star dining. After checking out a variety of possibilities, we ended up at a place called on Colorado
Boulevard called Taco Libre. (I’m not sure what they’re freeing the tacos from.) They have a large and eclectic menu, but they specialize
in street-style tacos with traditional Mexican ingredients double-wrapped in soft white corn tortillas. I had two tacos for lunch—one with
carnitas (marinated pulled pork) and the other al pastor (with spicy julienned pork and pineapple). Both were delicious. Margaret opted

Crowd at Santa Monica Pier
for a salad, and she liked that as well. The cost was
reasonable, and it made a very nice lunch.
We made our way back to the light rail station and
caught an eastbound train. Among our fellow riders were
two middle aged couples from Santa Monica who were
riding the train for the first time. They obviously had no
idea what light rail is (basically a subway system that runs
mostly at surface level). I think they were expecting
something like an Amtrak train and were surprised that this
one made frequent stops.
We rode eastward to Culver City station, which is
on a viaduct above the intersection of Exposition and
Venice Boulevards.
Culver City is an independent
community that is best known as the home of MGM
Studios. Sony Entertainment (formerly Columbia Pictures)
is also headquartered there, as is National Public Radio. I
have no idea where the media companies are actually
located, but it appears to be nowhere near the metro
station. The immediate area is filled with a rather grim
collection of warehouses and big box stores.

ABOVE: Santa Monica beach
BELOW: Entrance to Museum of Jurassic Technology

We went down to street level and walked south
along Venice Boulevard to our next destination, the
Museum of Jurassic Technology. I’d come across this
strangely named place while searching for offbeat
attractions in Los Angeles. “Offbeat” and “strange” don’t
even begin to describe the place. It’s really almost beyond
words.
The name “Jurassic Technology” is basically
meaningless, and while they make a big deal of it, they
never really do explain why they chose that name. There
was no technology as we know it in the Jurassic era, of
course, and I think the whole point is probably to make the
visitor ponder what meaning it could have.
Rather than attempt my own explanation of the
museum, I’m going to copy from the Wikipedia article on it:
“The museum’s collection includes a mixture of artistic, scientific, ethnographic, and historic, as well as some unclassifiable exhibits, and the diversity of its offerings evokes the cabinets of
curiosities that were the 16th-century predecessors of modern natural history museums. The factual claims of many of the museum's
exhibits strain credibility, provoking an array of interpretations from commentators.” The article goes on to cite reviews of the museum in

various publications. The New York Times called it “a museum about museums, where the persistent question is: what kind of place is
this?” Smithsonian magazine called it “a witty, self-conscious homage to private museums of yore”, and The Economist said it “captures
a time … when science mingled with poetry in its pursuit of answers to life’s mysterious questions.” If those explanations seem to make
things seem more confusing, that’s pretty much what the museum does.
Both Margaret and I were amazed at just how crowded the Museum of Jurassic Technology was. We were expecting this might
be one of those places where we’d be the only visitors of the day, but there were dozens of people—representing a wide range of ages
and races—checking out what there was to see.
Among the more memorable exhibits was a gallery that explored in great detail the intricate relationship between an opera singer
who suffered from what today we’d probably call early Alzheimer’s and a professor from Northwestern who was studying memory. They
happened to meet at Iguazu Falls in South America, and the waterfall location supposedly provided the model for the professor’s theory
of formation and loss of memories (which was explained in excruciating detail). On the lighter side was a room full of holograms that
portrayed people making cat’s cradles with string and a set of oil paintings of the dogs of the Soviet space program. Another memorable
display told of how modern medications evolved from folk remedies. All the exhibits have pretentious names, and they seem to alternate
between being overly scholarly and overly superficial. It was fascinating to see the place, though I doubt I’ll ever be returning.
There was a single restroom at the Museum of Jurassic Technology, with a sign on the outside that implied it was available to
guests of either sex. The door was open, so I went in. When I did a woman’s voice came from the stall that housed the one toilet,
informing me the place was occupied. Why she didn’t lock the outer door, I have no clue. What was weird was that Margaret and I spent
a good ten minutes exploring the gallery around the restroom after that, and the same woman was still in there when we finished. It made
me wonder if she wasn’t part of an exhibit herself.
When we’d finished at the museum, we stopped at a minimall down the street. I used an ATM there to replenish my cash. Then
we went into a CVS pharmacy, where I picked up a toothbrush and some toothpaste. We then went into a Wendy’s to cool down with a
Frosty. Culver City seemed like a reasonably nice area, so it was a little surprising to see a security guard at Wendy’s in the middle of
the afternoon. I got the feeling, though, that in Los Angeles nice neighborhoods were much more likely to have security than bad ones.
Wealthier people seem to be more afraid of crime, even though they’re the people least likely to be victims.
I still needed to use the restroom, so I went into the men’s room at Wendy’s. I just used the urinal, but I was intrigued to find
that there was someone in the stall—and, just like at the museum, it remained occupied the whole time we were in the restaurant. There
must be something in the water in West L.A.
Next to Wendy’s was a business that had the strange name “Fantacy Salon”. I assume they meant for the name to be “Fantasy”,
but it came across as “Fan-Tacky” to me. It would be interesting to know what language the proprietor spoke.
We went back to the station and caught a train downtown. The most intriguing among our fellow passengers this time was a
teenaged Anglo boy wearing shorts and a hooded sweatshirt (an odd combination, particularly in summer) with a name tag that identified
him as an employee of “West L.A. Sound”. The guy stood out because partly through our trip he got opened his backpack and took out
a small ceramic pipe that was very obviously intended for smoking dope. I don’t think I’ve seen drug paraphernalia since I was in college,
and even then I don’t think I knew anyone who would just take the stuff out in plain view in public. I’m sure this kid has “medical problems”
that made his drug use perfectly legal (and there’s plenty of “clinics” all over town that would be happy to diagnose him), but it seemed
very gutsy that he should have the stuff out on the train.
We rode eastward to 7th Street/Metro Center, walked downstairs and immediately transferred to the red line. On this train the
memorable people were two illegal peddlers. One was selling bottled water, and the other had incense for sale—which quickly stunk up
the car. It surprised me that a couple people actually bought things from both of these guys.
We took the subway back to Hollywood and Highland. When we got upstairs we were surprised to find that Hollywood Boulevard
was closed to traffic because of some event. That seemed to be a nightmare for the cars, but it actually made it quite a bit easier for us
to cross the street. We made it back to the hotel fairly easily.
We cooled off back at the Quality Inn and then set out for the evening. We first took the
train over to Vermont and Beverly, a subway station right next to where I stayed when I was in L.A.
by myself back in 2005. Just west of the station is one of many California locations of a fast food
chain I’d been to in Queens, New York: Jollibee. Is the Philippine’s answer to McDonalds or KFC.
They sell burgers and chicken with an Asian twist, as well as traditional noodle dishes. Jollibee
has more than 2,000 locations in the Philippines and hundreds more elsewhere in the world, mostly
in places with large Filipino communities. It’s interesting that in an era when American fast food
chains are trying to re-cast themselves as more upscale and elegant, Jollibee seems proud of its
all-plastic interior and the anthropomorphic “jolly bee” they use as a mascot.
For our dinner both Margaret and I chose the “Aloha yum” burger, which is one of their
signature menu items. This is a bacon cheeseburger that has a slice of grilled pineapple separating
the cheese and the bacon. The “secret sauce” is basically honey mustard. The combination is
surprisingly good. The grilled pineapple has a savory taste that blends mixes well with the bacon,
Jollibee bee
and the honey mustard blends everything together nicely.
I got my burger as a combo meal with pop and fries (which were strangely thin and very salty), while Margaret accompanied
hers with a coconut tapioca “bubble” drink. We also both had fried pies with mango filling for dessert.

We were the only Anglos at Jollibee. I’ve been in that situation on a few other occasions, and while it’s a bit strange it’s also
kind of fun. Among the other customers was a Filipino mother and her young daughter. They stood out because the daughter was playing
with a brand new Barbie doll. There’s been a lot of news lately about providing better role models for in this multicultural age, but this
stocky girl with a dark complexion had chosen the classic Barbie with long platinum tresses and an impossibly svelte figure. It was clearly
a prized possession, too.
After dinner we took the subway north two stops to Sunset & Vermont. The décor at this station has an astronomical theme
which comes from its proximity to the famous Griffith Park Observatory. Our plan was to catch a shuttle bus here that would take us north
to the observatory. We’d purposely waited until around sunset, because we figured that would be the most appropriate time to visit the
place.
We found the bus stop with no problem, and waiting there were a dozen or so mostly Asian college-age kids who were dressed
like they were planning to go out to the clubs. The sign noted that a circulator bus that ran around Hollywood also stopped here, and we
assumed that was what they were planning to catch.
We waited quite a while at the bus stop, but neither the observatory nor the Hollywood shuttle came. I got out my phone and
checked the metro app, which showed that there were two buses we wanted in Griffith Park, but none anywhere near the station. Several
more people arrived at the bus stop, and eventually I checked the app again. The buses had barely moved, and the estimated arrival
time kept getting pushed back further and further. We ended up waiting about forty-five minutes before an observatory shuttle finally
showed up. The shuttles are supposed to run every twenty minutes, so clearly something was wrong.
The college kids and everyone else who had gathered by the bus stop all boarded the observatory shuttle. (In fact, I’d find out
the Hollywood circulator doesn’t run at night.) Every seat was filled when we left Sunset & Vermont, and it got even more crowded at the
couple of stops between there and the park.
Just past the park entrance we encountered the reason for the delay: a huge traffic jam that extended for miles in both directions
along the park road. We’d find out later that the main reason for this was that the observatory was having a “star party”, an opportunity
for the public to picnic on their lawn and observe the heavens both with and without telescopes. On top of that there was a Shakespeare
in the Park event, and the combination had filled Griffith Park to overflowing. The parking lots were all full, so people were parking
alongside the road and walking. The pedestrians were making significantly better time than the vehicles. It’s about 2½ miles from Sunset
& Vermont to the observatory, and Google estimates that in good traffic it should take ten minutes to make the trip. We spent forty
minutes on a loud, claustrophobic bus tonight before we finally made it up the hill. It was right at 10pm when we reached the observatory,
and the driver noted rather brusquely that the last bus of the night would be leaving at 10:30. So we just stayed onboard and headed
back down the hill—another thirty minutes on the same annoying bus. Maybe someday we’ll actually see Griffith Park Observatory; on
this trip we saw nothing but heavy traffic and a crowded shuttle bus.
We’d hoped to connect with bus #2 on Sunset Boulevard, but we just missed it. In fact we saw that bus stop by the subway
station while we were stopped at a traffic light. We made our way down to the subway, where a strange person was muttering to himself
and to everyone who came down the escalator. We were greeted on the platform by announcements that trains were being delayed by
construction. That’s certainly not uncommon—especially on weekend nights—but it was annoying after all the delays we’d already had.
We watched the “next train” message on the video monitor. It was at 22 minutes when we arrived and slowly counted down. At least it
mostly counted down. At two different points the number of minutes actually went up by one or two before starting back down again. We
ended up waiting almost half an hour before a train finally arrived.
From Sunset & Vermont it’s just a short hop over to Hollywood & Highland, easily the shortest of the transit trips we’d had today.
When we made our way upstairs we stepped out into party central. A two-block area of Hollywood Boulevard was blocked off for what
appeared to be a street dance accompanied by extremely loud hip-hop music. I did some searching later, and apparently this was the
International Bae Festival. “Bae” is a slang word for “girlfriend” (supposedly shortened from “babe”, it’s a word my students use all the
time), and the street was certainly full of trashy-looking young ladies in skin-tight mini-dresses and boots. They all seemed to be having
fun, and I suppose it’s not really my business what they look like or what music they enjoy.
We managed to make our way past the crowd and back to the hotel. As we turned west from Hollywood High School I was
amazed at how many people were walking dogs past the apartments on Lanewood Avenue. It was after 11pm, which isn’t a time I expect
to see many people on the street, but it was quite busy as we made our way back.
We watched a bit of the new on TV back at the hotel. Fortunately there wasn’t much newsworthy happening in the world today.
Then we settled into bed fairly quickly. This had been a busy day, and we both got a fairly decent night’s sleep.

There was no rush to get up today, so we slept in until after 8:00. Since the hotel breakfast had been minimal, I went to the
Burger King next door this morning and got a few things to go. I got a ham, egg, and cheese croissant for myself, and Margaret wanted
hash browns and a cinnamon roll. We also both had coffee. The girl at the counter had limited English skills, so there was a bit of a
problem ordering, but eventually we got everything worked out. Most of the breakfast was much better than what they had at the hotel.
The exception was Burger King’s coffee, which was nasty.

On a light pole at the bus stop beside Burger King I saw an amusing
sight. Someone had taken a picture of Donald Trump, crossed it out, and
written “BULLY” in big letters below it. I must say that pretty much sums up
my views on the Republican candidate; he reminds me of all the kids who
picked on me back in junior high. Most people grow out of that, but that
doesn’t’ seem to have happened with Trump. Before this trip I came across
an article that showed another way Trump anti-trump display in Hollywood.
Because of his work with the TV show The Apprentice, Trump has a star on
the Hollywood Walk of Fame. Shortly before the California primary someone
had spray-painted the symbol for a mute button on top of it. I certainly don’t
support vandalism, but I must say I got a laugh out of that. Just today as I
write this I got a campaign “robo-call”, and when I picked it up it sounded like
Trump was literally screaming into my ear. Why I’m even on Trump’s call list
I have no clue, but that call made me even less likely to vote for the loud
blowhard. President Ford once said, “We can disagree without being
disagreeable.” I really wish today’s candidates would take that to heart. (By
the way, I did see Trump’s star on this trip. It’s right in front of the Chinese
Theatre. It had been cleaned up when I saw it, but apparently it’s been
vandalized on at least five different occasions this year.)
Around 9:30 we walked to the bus stop on the south side of Sunset.
Another good thing about the phone app is that I had a good idea of when
we go to the bus stop so we wouldn’t have a long wait. We got to the stop,
and almost immediately an eastbound bus stopped. We boarded and rode
through the Hollywood business strip (which is busier, but less famous than
Mute button on Donald Trump’s star
the “real”” Sunset Strip further west) to the Sunset & Vermont station. Taking
the bus took a little bit longer than riding the subway there, but it’s much more interesting to be able to see things as you ride.
We made our way down to the subway platform and were greeted by a very strange woman. She was slapping herself, and she
frantically asked us, “Is it off me?” There was nothing on her, and unless “it” had been a tiny insect, there never had been. We assured
her she was free of intruders (at least physically), and she calmed down.
We had more dubious entertainment once we boarded a train. In the car we entered two young men on the train (one black and
one white) were competing with each other making up rap rhymes. One stop south another guy boarded carrying a guitar. He proceeded
to drown out the rappers by singing the old ‘70s song “Feelings” at the top of his lungs, accompanying himself on the guitar. Fortunately
we only had two more stops to go.
We exited at Wilshire & Vermont. This area has changed a lot since the first time I was in Los Angeles. At the time it was quite
run-down, but it’s become a perfect example of the “transit-oriented development” urban planners boast about. Today the area around
the subway station looks like a European plaza surrounded by apartment towers with businesses on the ground floor. The surrounding
neighborhood is rapidly gentrifying and would certainly not be described as seedy these days.
We walked for five or six blocks through this neighborhood. One of the most interesting things we saw was a restaurant that I
can’t imagine ever setting foot in. It was called Slim & Healthy by Dr. Robbin. I have nothing against healthy food, but the signs on this
place would never attract me. They noted everything that wasn’t in the food: no sugar, no salt, no gluten, no fat, no preservatives, no
cholesterol, etc. It was all written as negatives, rather than stressing what was good about the food. It’s perfectly possible to have
delicious vegan food (which I think is what this place served). As a side benefit that food is usually quite healthy. When all they say is
what the food doesn’t have, though, what goes through my head is that it probably doesn’t have any flavor either.
Our destination was the First Congregational Church of Los Angeles, which I’d first come across on a list of architectural points
of interest in L.A. Founded in 1867, this is the oldest Protestant church in Los Angeles. (That makes the church nine years younger than
my church in Algona and 96 years younger than the first Catholic parish in L.A.) They’ve been in the current building since 1932.
Interestingly, First Congregational of L.A. is not a United Church of Christ. They are instead part of the National Association of
Congregational Christian Churches, a group that rejected the merger that formed the UCC back in 1957. Most churches in the NACCC
are conservative compared to those in the UCC. (That’s a relative statement, since the UCC is close to the most liberal denomination in
America.) First Congregational is definitely the exception. Not a lot of conservative churches perform same-sex weddings, but they
routinely do that here. The other beliefs they mention on their website would make them among the most progressive of UCC churches,
and way more progressive than most churches in the NACCC. My bet is that the congregation today is very different than it was in the
late ‘50s, but they keep with the denomination they are for historical reasons.
We walked to the courtyard, where we were cordially met by two well-dressed greeters. As we made our way to the door a
female usher handed us a bulletin. The church was almost empty when we arrived, but we took a seat about halfway forward.
We’d arrived early to hear their weekly organ recital. First Congregational claims to have the largest organ in the world.
Technically what they have is two instruments that can be played together, so the claim is somewhat arguable. Either way, though, the
pipes yield a rousing and beautiful sound. The organ recital began about half an hour before the service and lasted around twenty-five
minutes. It included variations on hymns as well as a variety of classical pieces. I love good organ music, and this was both enjoyable
and inspirational to hear.

First Congregational is a lovely church inside. It’s apparently a very popular place for local
weddings, and I can certainly see why. It features ornate woodwork, lovely chandeliers, and gorgeous
stained glass. My only criticism would be that it’s a bit on the dark side. It’s bright enough to see, but
it had the feel of a Christmas Eve service—even at 11:00 on a sunny day.
The sanctuary had been nearly empty when we arrived, but it rapidly filled up. On their
website, they say that for weddings they can seat 800 on the main floor and 200 more in the balcony.
I’d estimate that the church was around two-thirds full today. The congregation sang quite loudly on
the hymns, and combined with the organ the effect was very stirring.
As is often the case at “liberal” churches, the service was actually very traditional. While
Margaret complained that there were only two hymns, there was enough other music that the service
would have been too long with a third hymn. The prayers were in modern language, but traditional
form—none of that “Lord, we just wanna” stuff here. The lectors were well rehearsed and read
flawlessly. There was also some exceptional music performed by a community women’s choir who
were guests this Sunday. The music included a rendition of “Will the Circle Be Unbroken” where they
changed the last line so that instead of saying “there’s a better home a-waiting in the sky” they said
that the home was waiting “if we try, Lord, if we try.” I’m not normally a fan of altering the words of
hymns, but I rather like the statement that change makes.
What wasn’t good at this service was the sermon. The church’s head pastor is on sabbatical
for the summer, and they’re having a different speaker each week in their pulpit. Had we been here a
week ago, we’d have heard the head pastor from Riverside Church in New York. Unfortunately this
week’s pulpit supply was by a woman who is the minister at a “community church” in Kansas City. She
was apparently a former member of the L.A. congregation, and she went to seminary with their
associate pastor. I turned to Margaret during the sermon and whispered, “It’s like a liberal Sarah Palin.”
That’s exactly how she came across. She had an “oh gosh—gee whiz” voice and far too big of a smile,
and she rambled and rambled without making much of a point. Fortunately the rest of the service more
than made up for the sermon.
As is true in many Protestant churches, the offering followed the sermon. The preacher had
made a reference during her sermon to “putting money in the offering bag” (referring to the things we
do to support the church, without really getting involved). Margaret and I stared at each other when
she said “bag”, but that’s exactly what they use to collect the offering here. Instead of plates or baskets,
the ushers carry around poles with red velvet bags mounted on the end. I suppose that would solve
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the problem of kids (or anyone else) helping themselves to money from the offering. It certainly
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seemed strange, though. In the bulletin they also noted that you can give your offering online with a
credit or debit card or through PayPal. It hadn’t occurred to me that a church would do that, but it makes sense in an era when many
people don’t carry cash and don’t write checks.
When we left church, there was a food truck
parked in front of the courtyard. I’ve never actually bought
real food from a food truck (just ice cream and the like),
and it might have been fun to try. This particular truck only
served fish tacos and shrimp plates, though, and I’m
definitely not a seafood person. They seemed to be doing
a pretty good business from the regular parishioners,
though.
We made our way back to Wilshire & Vermont
station and took an escalator downstairs. Unfortunately
this station is set up differently from every other one, with
the eastbound and westbound platforms on different
levels. We’d taken the wrong escalator and ended up a
level lower than we wanted to be. So we had to take
another escalator back up to the eastbound platform.
Margaret Sullivan at Wilshire & Vermont subway station
Perhaps needless to say, in the process we missed a train.
Fortunately two lines that both head downtown come together here, so we didn’t have too long of a wait. In the meantime we got to enjoy
the questionably beautiful artwork in the station—tiles covered with typographic characters that formed faces on the pillars.
We caught a train back to Union Station. The anti-Trump theme continued on this ride. Out of nowhere a meek-looking elderly
man suddenly started delivering a passionate speech about everything that was wrong with Donald Trump. I didn’t disagree with him,
but I doubt that pontificating on the subway drew anyone else to support his cause.
We transferred to the gold line at Union Station. The gold line makes a big “C”, and Union Station is the place where it changes
direction. It’s almost like two different lines in one, since virtually everyone leaves the train or boards at Union Station. This time we were
headed to the southeast, a part of the line that was added after the initial branch to Pasadena was opened. Just a couple blocks from
Union Station is the Little Tokyo stop, which is in the downtown area. From there the line turns east and crosses under a viaduct, almost
literally ending up on the “wrong” side of the tracks. It travels through the Boyle Heights area of the city and ends up in East L.A., an

unincorporated part of Los Angeles County that is the center of Latino culture on the West Coast. More than 97% of the East L.A.’s
residents identified as Hispanic on the last census, and the numbers are similar in Boyle Heights and in close-in suburbs like Maywood,
South Gate, Bell Gardens, and El Monte. Nearly a million people of Latin American origin live in or near East L.A., which the census
notes makes it the least diverse part of the metro area.
The gold line mostly runs in the middle of boulevards in East L.A., the same set-up as the St. Charles streetcar in New Orleans.
Part of it, though, is underground, including two eastside subway stations (Soto and Mariachi Plaza). At platform level these are much
simpler than the rather pretentious red line stations, though we’d find that above ground the ground level entrances were quite elaborate.
The area we passed through today was obviously much poorer than what we’d gone through in Pasadena and Azusa. Things
were still well kept, though, and the views from the train were mostly pretty. Lots of people were dressed up for church, and others
seemed to be having barbecues on their front lawns. (Like most of L.A. there really aren’t any back yards here.) No one will call East
L.A. beautiful, but it’s not an ugly place either.
We rode to the end of the line, which is at Atlantic Boulevard. It’s in a densely packed and rather gritty urban neighborhood.
Still, like most of L.A.’s metro stations, there’s a park-and-ride at Atlantic station. I think of park-and-rides as something you see in the
suburbs, but they’re all over residential neighborhoods in the city of Los Angeles. That helps the trains and buses serve a wider area
than they otherwise could. Los Angeles has the largest bus system in America, and its train system has grown to the third largest in the
country. The metro area is so geographically enormous, though (larger than the states of Connecticut, Delaware, and Rhode Island),
that even a large system can’t go everywhere. The park-and-rides help solve that problem.
There was an Asian college kid on the train who I thought was sleeping. When we got to Atlantic station, he asked where we
were. He then asked if the train would loop around and head back in the other direction. (The blue line does that in Long Beach.) I told
him it was more likely that the train on the opposite platform would soon be heading out. It turned out he was studying—just riding the
train all afternoon while reading a book. He boarded that train (without re-tapping his card, I noticed), and I assume he probably rode all
the way to Azusa.
We’d come to East L.A. to have lunch. Ahead of time we’d checked out a number of different restaurants online, but we didn’t
really have any specific place we wanted to go to. When we arrived at Atlantic station we saw two restaurants nearby—one Peruvian
and the other Central American. The Peruvian place did not seem busy, which at lunchtime on Sunday didn’t seem like a good sign. So,
we opted for the second restaurant, a place called Los Molcajetes that specialized in Salvadoran cuisine. There was actually a wait for
seating there, but the manager assured us it would only be ten to fifteen minutes.
About five minutes after we’d sat down in their outdoor waiting area, the manager came out and told us there was a seating
available, but it was at their community table. The table was designed to seat eight customers, and if other showed up, they would might
be seated with us. He gave us the choice of either sitting there now or waiting for a table for two. We chose the immediate seating and
sat at the very end of a long table. As it turned out, several small tables quickly emptied out, which provided places to seat everyone new
who arrived. We ended up with the big table to ourselves the whole time we were there.
While I’d never been there before, Los Molcajetes seemed familiar. That’s because it was nearly identical to thousands of small
restaurants run by immigrant families that are scattered through cities and small towns around the country. My brother Paul often eats
at a Salvadoran restaurant in Perry, and I’ve been to plenty of Mexican, Guatemalan, and Honduran restaurants that also seemed a lot
like the one we were at today. Los Molcajetes was housed in a squat brown-painted cement block building that was probably built for
some other purpose. It may well have once been a hardware or auto parts store, since there seems to be a surplus of those in the
neighborhood. There a mish-mash of wood and formica tables, together with benches and straight chairs. A few posters and tourist
trinkets from El Salvador attempt to provide some atmosphere, and there’s a TV on the wall tuned to a Spanish-language sports channel
showing soccer. (It was muted, thank goodness.) The staff was all Latino, including our grandmotherly waitress who appeared to speak
about three words of English.
I got the feeling half of East L.A. has
Sunday dinner at Los Molcajetes. It was
getting on toward mid-afternoon, but the place
continued to be busy. Until the very end we
were the only Anglos in the place. I don’t know
if the others were all Salvadoran, but they
were definitely Latino. At the very end a
mostly blond-haired group entered together
with one Latina woman who had obviously
Tile sign on wall at Los Molcajetes
married into the family. Besides that we appeared to be the only ones with northern European ancestry.
The specialty at Los Molcajetes is the pupusa, which is apparently a traditional Salvadoran specialty.
These are thick corn tortillas (similar to those used for sopes in Mexican cuisine) that are stuffed with various
ingredients. They’re kind of like quesadillas, but with a much thicker crust. The picture at right is from the
restaurant’s website, and it is pretty close to what they look like. Pupusas are cheap ($2.25 for two) and
served as appetizers, though we’d find they were large enough that they might as well have been entrees.
The pupusas come with coleslaw and a strangely sweet red sauce, which you’re supposed to eat on top of
them. I had pupusas revueltas, which were stuffed with a mixture of ground pork, cheese, and refried beans.
Margaret had pupusas de queso con loroco. Those included cheese mixed with the bud of a Central
American flower that she was apparently familiar with from the time she spent in Honduras.

Pupusas

If I came here again, I’d probably just have pupusas (probably ordering a couple of flavors). This time, though, we also ordered
entrees. I had their carne picado plate (described in English on the menu as chopped steak—it’s the same meat you’d find in fajitas),
while Margaret had bistec encebollado (steak with onions, presented like an Asian dish). Both were served with the same thick tortillas
they used for the pupusas, rice, beans, and what they called a salad (more like a couple decorative pieces of lettuce). I’m sure Dr. Robbin
at Slim & Healthy wouldn’t care for this starch fest (though it likely was gluten free), but it was tasty.
We’d ordered the complete meal at the beginning, and that included beverages (I had fresh-squeezed pineapple juice) and a
dessert that we shared. The dessert was called empanadas de crema. These were basically hushpuppies (corn meal fritters) filled with
a thick pastry cream. They were good, but by the time we got to dessert we’d eaten so much we almost had to force ourselves to finish
them.
There were a couple of interesting signs I saw at Los Molcajetes. When I went to the restroom there was a sign from the country
department of health stuck to the mirror that instructed employees to wash their hands. What stood out was that the sign was in Spanish
only. While our waitress did appear to only speak Spanish, all the younger staff seemed bilingual, and some (like the host) appeared to
have English as their first language. It intrigued me that a government sign would even be available in only Spanish. I wondered if there
were similar posters at Asian or east European restaurants.
The other thing I noticed were several signs around the restaurant that said in both English and Spanish that they could only
accept bills of $20 or less. (They also accept credit and debit cards, which is how Margaret paid.) Los Molcajetes was one of many
places in L.A. we saw signs like that. I gather counterfeiting has been a problem. It’s interesting, though, that the higher denomination
bills have far more security features than low-value notes. If I were presented with a $100 bill (which I have been when working the gate
at basketball games), I’d hold it up to the light to confirm the watermark and tilt it to verify the hologram. There’s lots of other security
features, too, but if those are correct it’s probably a genuine note. It could also be that they don’t want to keep a large amount of change
around because of concerns about crime. They’d have to keep a large number of fives and tens in the register no matter what, though,
because there’s going to be a lot of people who buy $23 worth of food (which is about what two meals would cost) and pay with $40.

ABOVE and RGHT: Mariachi Plaza
After lunch we caught a train and rode a few stops west to Mariachi Plaza, a station that sounds quintessentially Mexican.
Apparently for decades bands of musicians have gathered here looking to be hired to play at weddings, birthday parties, and the like.
We didn’t see any mariachis on Sunday afternoon, but when we emerged from the subway we did see a lovely public square. Instead of
musicians, the entertainment was provided by teenaged boys on skateboards, and otherwise there were old men sitting in the shade of
a stained glass canopy. At one side of the plaza there a market had been set up, mostly with household goods for sale. One of the
vendors had an enormous supply of toilet paper from Costco, and they were selling it by the roll to people from the neighborhood.
There was an interesting sign on an apartment building across from Mariachi Plaza. It said “¡Alto gentrificación!”, which means
“stop gentrification” in very Mexican Spanish. The area around Mariachi Plaza doesn’t really look gentrified. It isn’t far from downtown,
though, and redevelopment probably is on the radar.
After exploring the area a bit we boarded another train and continued west past Union Station to Chinatown. This elevated
station is kind of interesting, with a design that looks vaguely pagoda-like. There’s also an interesting inlaid floor sculpture called “The
Wheel of Change” and a lovely Asian bell.
The station is interesting, but L.A.’s Chinatown itself is pretty nondescript. Aside from the people on the street, there’s very little
Asian about it. It looks remarkably like Chicago’s Chinatown—a bunch of brick apartment buildings that happen to have Asian restaurants
on their lower floors.
Across the street from Chinatown was a modern building we’d seen twice before from the train that housed two businesses
called the Homeboy Bakery and the Homegirl Café. I looked those up while preparing this travelogue, and it turns out they’re similar to
the Daily Diner where we ate in St. Paul. The restaurants are run by a charity to provide jobs and job training to former gang members
and people who were recently incarcerated. It was founded by a priest and has apparently been a fixture in the community for almost
thirty years. Had I known that ahead of time, we might have made a point of eating there. On this trip, though, it was just a place with a
strange name.
I knew from when I’d been here on my own that the eastern part of the #2 bus route was far more interesting than taking the
subway back to Hollywood. I also knew that the bus terminated on Cesar Chavez, the eastern extension of Sunset Boulevard near

Chinatown. We walked down to Cesar Chavez fairly quickly. Unfortunately, they’ve apparently truncated the #2 route since I was last
here, and we had to walk several blocks west before we actually found a stop where the #2 stopped. Once we did there we had to wait
nearly twenty minutes with about half a dozen elderly Asian and Hispanic women before the bus actually showed up. Tons of other buses
passed within a block of Cesar Chavez and Broadway, but turned without heading to our stop. Eventually, though (and right when the
phone app said it would) a #2 bus pulled up, and we boarded.
There were a few interesting people on this bus, though they didn’t call attention to themselves quite as much as those on the
subway. One was a pair of college kids (one Latino and one Asian, I think) who spoke as if they were flirting with each other. What was
weird was that the conversation they were having was about mathematics—hexadecimal numbers in particular. That’s not the sort of
conversation you expect kids to be having. The other memorable person was a stocky Hispanic man who boarded partway through our
trip. He wore a T-shirt that said “Hecho en México”, the marking that appears on every product produced in a Mexican factory.
From downtown the #2 bus winds uphill in the area near Dodger Stadium. It then goes through the formerly seedy but now fully
gentrified neighborhoods of Echo Park and Silver Lake before reaching the east end of Hollywood at Vermont Street. We then continued
west, finally reaching La Brea and the Quality Inn shortly before 5pm. We just relaxed and rested up a bit before setting out again.
We completely skipped dinner tonight because
we were still full from lunch. At about a quarter to six we
left the hotel and set out again. We walked up to the
Hollywood & Highland subway station and this time just
rode one stop east to Hollywood & Vine. At the northeast
corner of the famous intersection was our destination, the
Pantages Theatre. Built as a movie palace in 1930 and
renovated in 2000, the Pantages is one of the most
beautiful theatres I’ve seen anywhere. It’s assertively art
deco (one of my favorite styles), and almost every surface
is covered with gold, silver, or copper leaf.
The
combination of metals works better than just gold, and it
also keeps the theatre from being overwhelmed by its red
velvet seats. The most spectacular feature at the
Pantages is the ceiling. Concealed lights reveal an
ethereal blue, and a magnificent stationary chandelier
(made with panels of glass, rather than baubles) provides
a focal point at the center. Margaret described it as “over
the top” but noted that the décor works here. It’s fun just
to be in the place. The theatre really is a must see for
anyone who comes to Los Angeles.

Ceiling of the Pantages Theatre – Hollywood

We were here to see the musical Beautiful, which follows the life of Carole King through the songs she and her husband and
friends wrote. This was basically my Christmas gift from my brother John and his wife Janet. They gave me a Ticketmaster gift certificate
last Christmas, and at one point they made favorable comments about this show. When I saw that it would be in L.A. while we were
there, it seemed like a good way to redeem the gift.
This is a very open theatre, without the support pillars or lighting bars that get in the way at other venues. Our seats were high
up, but we had a good view of the stage. Margaret was on the aisle, and I was between her and a group of elderly Jewish wome n who
were enjoying a night at the theatre. That was amusing, because a stereotypical Jewish mother figures prominently in the show.
Unlike many “jukebox” musicals, Beautiful doesn’t really try
to make the songs part of the plot. Instead the songs come up
naturally because this is the story of a singer/songwriter. I read a
review of the show that said, “You’ll be forever saying, ‘they wrote
that?’” It’s true. King and her husband Gerry Goffin wrote lots of
classic songs of the ‘60s. Among the most surprising was “The LocoMotion”, which as a child of the ‘70s I associate with the hard rock
group Grand Funk Railroad. I did know that the team of Barry Mann
and Cynthia Weil (best friends and competitors of King) wrote a lot of
songs, but it was amazing to see the variety of them—everything from
“Who Put the Bomp (in the Bomp, Bomp, Bomp)” to “You’ve Lost That
Loving Feeling”. (It’s also interesting that King’s high school
classmates included Neil Sedaka—who appears as a character in the
show—and also Paul Simon.)
Pantages Theatre marquee
Both Margaret and I thoroughly enjoyed the show. The singing was excellent, and the acting wasn’t bad. The costuming was
authentic and interesting, and the set was outstanding. Being a bit younger than Carole King’s era, I wasn’t really expecting to like the
play that much, but I really did think it was good.
We had another long wait on the subway platform, but eventually a train came. It was somewhat calmer at Hollywood & Highland
than last night, and we fairly quickly made it past the mob and back to the hotel.

While there was not really a set schedule we had to be on today, I was wide awake at 6:15 and quickly got ready for the day.
While Margaret showered I went over to Burger King again. This time Margaret just wanted hash browns, and I got myself some French
toast sticks and another ham, egg, and cheese croissant. I passed on Burger King’s coffee today and instead filled a couple of cups in
the hotel’s breakfast room.
We left the hotel at 7:30 and made our way up to Hollywood & Vine. We caught an eastbound subway train, and besides being
full the whole way it was an uneventful ride. We got to Union Station around 8:15 and stopped in at the same bakery where I’d gotten
change the first day. I both got coffee and a snack. I don’t remember Margaret’s selection, but I had a very nice chocolate éclair.
Around 8:30am we boarded the southbound Pacific Surfliner. Our tickets were technically for a train that would leave about an
hour later. However, it’s open, unreserved seating on the Surfliner, so you can travel on any train you want to between the stations where
your ticket is valid. The train left right on time at 8:41.
This was Margaret’s first time on this train; however, I had ridden it multiple times before. Since I’ve described it in detail in
previous travelogues, I’ll just quickly describe things here. Most of our first train ride today was through the area I’ve described before as
“industrial hell”. It’s almost unbelievable just how many factories and warehouses there are in southern California. Pretty much all of
them are still active, and they just go on and on and on as you head southeast from downtown L.A. The biggest number of them are food
processing facilities, which is by far California’s biggest industry. There’s also electronics manufacturers, plastic and metal fabricators,
and lots and lots of distribution centers. In the Midwest we’re used to thinking that manufacturing has moved overseas, but there’s still a
lot of it in Los Angeles.
A few of the factories are located in the city, but most are in about a dozen independent towns (South Gate, Norwalk, Santa Fe
Springs, etc.) that make up the southeast part of Los Angeles County. Margaret kept track of where we were with the weather app on
her phone, and we could also tell by looking at the names on the commuter rail platforms we raced past.

Mission San Juan Capistrano
After twenty minutes or so we crossed into Orange
County. Here the factories turn to office parks, and there’s a bit
more residential development as well. All of southern California
is very densely built up, though. Even the suburbs are denser
than a lot of cities elsewhere in the country. In rapid succession
we went through Fullerton (150,000 people), Anaheim (350,000),
Santa Ana (350,000), and Irvine (250,000)—each of which has its
own Amtrak stop. Finally, about an hour and twenty minutes after
leaving L.A. we arrived at our first destination, San Juan
Capistrano.
I’d been to Capistrano thirteen years ago when I went out
to California on my own. I went through the place very quickly
then and had rather lackluster memories of it. On this trip we took
the time we needed, and I really enjoyed the visit. Something that
helped make this visit more enjoyable was the audio tour the
mission provided for free. They gave out wands with a keypad at
one end and a speaker at the other. You could type in different

recordings. Some of them gave descriptions and historical interpretations, while others were recollections of people from various
backgrounds who had grown up in the area. There were almost too many of the recordings, but once we figured out how their numbering
system worked, it was easy to tell the important ones from those that were less essential.
The mission compound dates to a variety of eras.
The oldest part is the Serra Chapel, which was built in
1782 (seven years after the mission was first founded) and
is the oldest building in California. The chapel is
particularly interesting because the recently elevated Saint
Junipero Serra, founder of the California missions, said
mass here, and daily masses continue to be celebrated in
the chapel today. Its current interior dates to the 1920s
and includes a spectacular golden retablo. The adobe and
wood chapel has survived numerous earthquakes, while a
stone church that was built behind it in 1897 was almost
completely ruined by an earthquake in 1812. (Today the
main parish church is a basilica built outside the compound
in Spanish colonial style that was completed in 1986.)
The bulk of a compound is built in a big rectangle
around a huge central garden. The pattern is similar to
Serra Chapel – Mission San Juan Capistrano
what you’d see at a military fort. It’s mostly adobe with red tile roofing and was built in stages throughout the 19th Century. Part of this
was the residence for the priests, part of it housed native families who worked here, past was a school, and part provided services for the
community. The compound also included agricultural and industrial facilities, including the first vineyard in California.
By the way, San Juan Capistrano (or Giovanni da Capestrano) is the patron saint of Hungary—of all places. While he was mostly
an Italian inquisitor, the 15th Century cleric fought the Ottoman Empire at the Siege of Belgrade. He is also the patron of jurors and
military chaplains. The California mission is actually the second Franciscan mission named for him. He was also the namesake for the
original mission in what is now San Antonio, Texas, which was originally founded in 1716.
We spent about an hour and a half walking around the mission. Then we went through their gift shop, which struck me as much
improved since the last time we were here.
We’d just missed a train when we finished going through the mission, so we decided to have lunch in San Juan Capistrano.
There are a number of easting establishments downtown, but we settled on the Mission Grill, a fast food place in a fake Spanish colonial
building across the street from the historic site. There’s nothing remotely historic about the Mission Grill, but they had decent food at a
reasonable price. Margaret had a fish sandwich, while I had an enchilada/taco combo plate.
After lunch we made our way back to the train station. Across the tracks from the station was an area that looked like a tourist
trap that called itself “Historic Los Rios”. Among its attractions was a petting zoo, and the place didn’t strike me as anywhere we’d want
to see. I looked the place up after we got back, and it turns out that it actually is kind of historic. The area has a legitimate claim to be
the oldest neighborhood in California. It includes three adobe houses that date to the late 18 th Century, one of which continues to serve
as a home—the oldest continuously occupied house in the West. The newer homes here are wooden cottages from the late 19 th Century.
Many have been converted to restaurants and gift shops (which is what the sign for the area implied the whole thing was), but the majority
are still residential. Los Rios really might be interesting to see if I return to the area again.
A southbound train arrived around 12:50pm. We boarded and rode southward. When the conductor came to scan tickets she
looked at mine and thought we were on the wrong train. That’s because the top of the ticket said “LAX – SNC (Round-Trip)”, and this
train wasn’t headed to Los Angeles. If she’d looked closer, though, she’d have found that the ticket was actually valid for three segments.
The middle one was “SNC—OSD”, which means San Juan Capistrano to Oceanside. Once she figured that out, she scanned the ticket
with no problem.
When we boarded the train we noticed that the east side of the car was mostly empty, but the west side of the car was full—
though mostly occupied by individual people in the window seats. That was not a surprise. Beyond Capistrano the Pacific Surfliner is
one of the most beautiful train routes in the world, and the nice view is to the west. Within a couple minutes we were at San Clemente
Pier, and from there almost all the way to Oceanside we travelled right along the Pacific coast. Just south of San Clemente is the
boundary of Camp Pendleton. The Marine base provides a twenty-mile stretch of undeveloped area that separates the suburbs of Los
Angeles from the suburbs of San Diego. The views of the ocean are simply spectacular, and without condos or recreational beaches,
you can almost imagine what the rugged coast was like when the missionaries first came through here more than two centuries ago.
About half an hour after leaving Capistrano we pulled into Oceanside (population 175,000). We exited the train, and I got out
my phone to use the map feature. We then walked about four blocks and arrived at our next destination, the California Surf Museum.
Founded thirty years ago, this museum recently moved to an architecturally interesting building just a couple blocks from the Oceanside
Pier. They claim that they are “dedicated to preserving our surfing heritage,” and it really is quite an interesting little museum.
After we paid our admission, an older man who was just standing around asked if we’d be interested in a tour of the museum.
The guy was named Cramer Jackson, and he’s a former professional surfer and lifeguard. (I googled him and found that today he’s a
real estate agent and also an aspiring author; I just might buy his book on Amazon.) I was glad we took him up on his offer. He explained
the differences in all the surfboards and had interesting anecdotes and insights that added to our experience.

The museum has a wide range of surfing memorabilia. Among the collection is a
board game about surfing that our tour guide had developed himself. There’s also displays
on the history of surfing, a collection of surfboards of all types, and an exhibit of surfingrelated art. (The guide obviously did not care for the art work, which he felt was not a “family
friendly” display.)
The final exhibit
was
about
Bethany
Hamilton, a surfer who lost
her arm as a teenager when
she was bitten by a shark in
Hawaii in 2003. One of the
most fascinating artifacts is
her fiberglass surfboard,
which has an enormous
chunk taken out of it that.
The shark was caught
shortly after the attack.
They have its jawbone on
display as well, and it
exactly matches the bite in
the surfboard.
Hamilton
went back to the water just a
week after the attack, and
she continues to be a toplevel surfer today.
The surf museum
had an excellent gift shop.
Surfing mug
There was a wide range of
Bethany Hamilton surfboard
merchandise, and almost everything was reasonably priced. I bought more here than at any other place we went on this trip. Probably
my favorite purchase was an oversized coffee mug with a hand-painted design on it of a surfer carrying a board. It’s made in Mexico, but
it almost looks like the Inuit art of northern Canada. I have far too many coffee mugs, but I’ll enjoy having this one added to the collection.
From the museum we walked about two blocks west to Oceanside Pier. Santa Monica had been overcrowded, but the pier in
Oceanside was really pleasant—comfortably busy, but with lots of elbow room. We saw friendly people of all ages and races sunning
themselves, splashing in the water, fishing, surfing, and just walking along the pier. The pier is sturdy and wonderfully maintained, so
walking along it on a sunny afternoon was delightful.

Teenaged surfer in Oceanside
Oceanside Pier
Oceanside Pier is almost unimaginably long. At 1,942 feet it’s almost 500 feet longer than Willis Tower is tall. We had a leisurely
stroll, stopping periodically to just gaze out over the sea. At the end of the pier we could imagine we were just out in the middle of the
ocean, completely surrounded by water. One of the most interesting experiences was walking back along the pier, watching the waves
come in and the surfers riding them from behind.
After walking the length of the pier and back we spent some time on the beach. We walked along the sand a while and went
close enough to the stick a finger in the water. I had to retreat quickly when a big wave came in and threatened to thoroughly soak me.
Fortunately my reactions were good.
Oceanside was definitely a highlight of our trip. It’s easy to get to from L.A., and it’s one of the most beautiful beaches I’ve been
to anywhere. The weather was lovely (sunny, with a light breeze and temperatures in the lower 70s), and the views of the ocean are

unmatched. I’d strongly recommend that anyone who comes to Los Angeles make the same side trip we did today. San Juan Capistrano
is wonderfully historic, and Oceanside is spectacularly beautiful. They’re well worth the trip!
We made our way back to the
Oceanside Transit Center. There’s a
Burger King in waiting area there, so we
decided to have a little treat. I had a
caramel sundae, while Margaret had a
strawberry shake.
The Surfliner was scheduled to
leave Oceanside at 3:41pm. It showed
up a bit late, probably closer to 4:00.
We were disappointed to see that again
it appeared all the ocean-view seats
were full. However, when we walked
clear up to the front of the car it turned
out there was a pair of seats free in the
very first row. We quickly claimed those
and had a nice view all the way back to
San Clemente. We also had a view of
all the nasty factories, of course, but the
ocean more than made up for it.
When we got back to Union
Station we boarded the gold line again.
This time we rode up to the Fillmore stop
at the south end of Pasadena. As we
exited the train, Margaret got into a fairly
Margaret Sullivan and David Burrow – Oceanside Pier
lengthy conversation with a man who had been in our car on the train. He had a Brompton fold-up bicycle. Margaret owns the same kind
of bike, so that gave them something in common.
There were two sheriff’s officers near the exit of the station, checking to make sure everyone had paid. As we exited, we had to
tap our cards on some special handheld gadget that one of the officers had. I’m not exactly sure what the read-out showed him, but
apparently it said we were valid. He thanked us, and we exited the station.
Our destination was a place called Arlington Garden, a small botanic center sponsored by the City of Pasadena. This looked
fairly close to Fillmore station when I checked it with online maps, but it turned out to be a fairly sizeable hike. We had to walk around a
large hospital and go out of our way to cross two busy streets. It was quite a bit warmer in Pasadena than it had been at the beach, and
it really wasn’t the most pleasant of walks.
The garden was interesting, though probably not worth the trip. The try to use it to teach people how to landscape with plants
that are suitable to the dry Mediterranean climate in the area, so there’s plenty of succulents and lots of decorative rocks. There’s not
really much in the way of flowers, at least in summer. The place is a nice park, though, and local people seem to use it heavily. We saw
other people walking around, some folks picnicking, and one woman who appeared to be meditating or perhaps doing yoga in the middle
of the garden.
I saw a strange sight on the way back to the metro station. Two paramedics had a woman on a gurney, and they were just
pushing her down the sidewalk. This was across the street from the hospital, and about half a block away from a nursing home. There
were also some houses on the block, and I think they may have been taking her from her home to one of those medical facilities, but it
was certainly strange to see them just wheeling her on the sidewalk instead of putting her into an ambulance.
There were two different people with bikes on the gold line train we caught, which was certainly not unusual on L.A. transit.
Margaret and I both remarked at how many people took bikes on the trains. There appear to be a lot of people who ride to a station, take
the train, and then ride again to reach their destination. That would work well in a place with a relatively mild climate.
When we got back to Union Station there was a whole bunch of sheriff’s officers at the exit. Most of them were just standing
around doing nothing, but one had that handheld scanner to check people’s TAP cards. I suppose that if someone tried to run by without
having their card checked the idle officers would have run after them. For now, though, they just seemed to be joking with each other.
We took the red line back to Hollywood and Highland and were pleased to see there wasn’t much of a crowd on the street on
Monday night. Each time we walked to or from the Metro station we passed the same stuff. First there was the glitzy development of the
Hollywood & Highland tourist complex. Across the street was a much seedier gift shop that looked like it belonged in New Orleans. The
corner by the gift shop was a popular gathering place for homeless people. They never once even bothered to ask us for money, but
they were always there. We’d turn west at the block south of there, where we’d walk past a fenced-in area with an outdoor stage that is
apparently where they tape the Jimmy Kimmel late night show.
The most noteworthy landmark we’d pass on our trips to and from the metro was Hollywood High School. A mural on the front
of the building shows that this was the alma mater of such stars as Judy Garland, Carol Burnett, Cher, and John Ritter. I’m not sure if

any budding stars are in the student
body these days, but we did see some
Latino and Asian boys practicing soccer
on their athletic field at one point. The
sports teams here ate called the Shieks,
which goes back to the days of Rudolph
Valentino. I wonder if there’s been any
pressure to change that name in this
age of political correctness.

Hollywood High athletic field
program Spain has that involves the school. It’s certainly an interesting sign to see, though.

There’s an interesting sign on
the side of Hollywood High School that
says “Embajada de España”. This
means “Embassy of Spain” in Spanish,
and it almost makes it seem like the
school is the location of an embassy.
There might be a Spanish consulate in
L.A., but it’s pretty much certain the
embassy is in Washington. Most likely
the sign represents some exchange

Tonight as we made our way past Hollywood
High School we had to move very slowly. That was
because ahead of us on the sidewalk were three college
age girls dressed to go out for the evening who were
chatting with each other and texting on their phones as
they trudged along. When we reached the corner of
Lanewood where we turned off, we shot past them so we
could pick up speed.
Lanewood Avenue is a very typical street in
Hollywood, though it looks nothing like anyone expects
L.A. to look like. With the exception of the Quality Inn,
every single building on the street is an apartment building.
They seem like very pleasant apartments on an attractive
tree-lined street. Most of the buildings have underground
parking, and they also have amenities like gyms and
swimming pools. I checked online and found the rents
here are anywhere from $1500 to $2500 a month. That’s
pricey, but it’s quite a bit less than similar places would cost
in Chicago or Washington. The tenants mostly seem to be
young professionals, and I suppose they earn salaries in
line with the rent they pay.

Lanewood Avenue – Hollywood
Margaret rested up a while, and they we went out for dinner. Neither of us wanted to make a big trip, so we just looked in the
immediate area. Eventually we decided on a place called WaBa Grill. This is a fast food place with Korean origins that calls their food
“Asian fusion”. It’s actually very similar to the Hawaiian barbecue, but quite a lot tastier. I had a chicken plate, which came with chicken
in a teriyaki-like sauce served over brown rice. On the side was a nice kale salad and orange sections. Margaret had what they called
a “half and half vegetable bowl”. She got a mixture of chicken and beef with wok-fried vegetables served in a bowl over rice. We both
thought this was one of the best meals we’d had on the trip. If WaBa Grill existed in the Midwest I’d be a frequent customer.
This was our last night in Los Angeles, so we spent most of the evening re-packing our stuff and making it fit properly in the
luggage. We watched the evening news again and then were off to bed.

This ended up being a very long day. It also reminded Margaret and me of why we like taking the train and why neither of us
much cares for flying.
I was up at 6:30 this morning. I could have slept in longer, but there was some sort of loud knocking or running next door that
made me wide awake at that time. I showered and then once again went over to Burger King to get some breakfast. I got it to go and
stopped by the hotel breakfast room to get some decent coffee before heading back to the room.

We gathered our stuff and walked to the metro one last time. This time we just walked straight up LaBrea and then over on
Hollywood Boulevard. It was early enough that the crowds weren’t too bad. More importantly, the sidewalk is in better shape along those
streets, which made it easier to haul luggage.
We caught a rush hour train and had a surprisingly uneventful ride downtown. Only one of our fellow passengers was
noteworthy, an elegantly dressed black woman who had a stroller with her. There was no baby in the stroller, though. Instead she was
pushing around a dog.
We took an elevator up from the mezzanine of the subway at Union Station and were surprised when it dropped us off on the
street. We re-entered the station upstairs and made our way through it. There were dozens of special employees around. Some were
security personnel with dogs, which made me wonder if there had been and attack somewhere that we hadn’t yet heard about. (I don’t
think there was.) Most, though, were directing people to buses. A major renovation of the busway at Union Station (officially called
Patsaurus Plaza—it sounds like an ancient reptile, but was apparently named after a former chair of the transit commission), and starting
today a dozen different bus stops were being relocated. About half of those who pass through Union Station are transferring to a bus, so
it was important that everyone know where to go.
We were among those looking for a bus. I knew about the closure and had a vague idea of where we were supposed to go, but
it was still a bit awkward to find. A couple of employees helped me, and eventually we found the LAX flyaway bus. An employee was
taking baggage from other passengers when we arrived, so we joined the line. Soon our bags were loaded, and we were on the bus.
The LAX flyaway is the transportation that Los Angeles World Airports recommends for those wanting to get from downtown to
the airport. While you can get to every terminal at LAX on basic public transit, from most of the city it requires multiple transfers. From
Hollywood, for instance, we’d have to board the red line, transfer downtown to the blue line, transfer in Watts to the green line, and then
transfer to a shuttle bus at Aviation station. That would actually take less time than our trip today did. (I did it when I visited the city
eleven years ago, and just over an hour.) Neither of us really wanted to lug our bags through all those transfers, though, so we opted for
the flyaway instead. (They’re actually building a light rail line that would go straight to the airport from downtown. It’s scheduled to open
in 2019, but it would still require transfers for people in most areas of the city.) The flyaway buses run every half hour, around the clock,
and they do provide a reliable connection.
The flyaway runs non-stop from Union Station to
LAX. Shortly after leaving we joined US 101 (the
Hollywood Freeway), and soon after we merged onto I-110
(the Harbor Freeway, which we’d been on when we went
down to San Pedro at the start of our time in L.A.). Traffic
was very heavy, and the bus almost literally fought its way
over to the diamond lane. We headed south and merged
onto the slightly less clogged Century Freeway (I-105),
which we took west to the airport.
LAX is made up of eight numbered terminals, plus
an international terminal that is located between terminals
3 and 4. The bus stops at each one, so even after arriving
at the airport we had a bit of a wait before reaching
Terminal 5, from which Delta flights leave. When we did
View from LAX flyaway
arrive, we got out, and the driver unloaded our luggage.
We asked if she wanted the tickets we’d bought online ahead of time, and she looked perturbed. Apparently an employee was supposed
to have scanned the tickets before we boarded, but we’d missed her in the confusion of the changed bus stop. If we’d wanted, we
probably could have taken the ride for free, but we did give her the tickets.
We were surprised when we entered the terminal to find that we were actually on the arrivals level, so we had to go upstairs to
get to ticketing. We’d checked in online, but we weren’t able to print out boarding passes at the hotel. So I had to find a self check-in
machine to do that. I attempted to get it to recognize my passport, but it couldn’t read it for some reason. So I scanned a credit card,
and that worked fine.
Amtrak allows you to check two bags and carry on two bags free of charge (though space can be a concern on occasion). That’s
definitely not the case on the airlines these days, though. On Delta flights within the U.S. and Canada, you’re allowed one free carry-on
and one “personal item” (such as a purse or a laptop computer). While people abuse the size limitations on carry-ons all the time, both
Margaret’s and my bags were unquestionably too large to take on the plane. So we had to check them—at a cost of $25 each. We’d
paid for checking the bags ahead of time, so we just needed to stand in a small line to have them tagged to their destination.
We’d heard horror stories about security lines at major airports, so we’d prepared for the worst and arrived at LAX well ahead of
time. Perhaps needless to say, our wait today was minimal. When we got to the entrance where a woman was checking IDs, she directed
us to the “pre-check lanes”. These are intended for frequent travelers who have paid a fee to expedite security. Not surprisingly, few
people have wanted to pay $85 just to get to the gate faster, so these lanes have been operating far below capacity. To keep them busy,
airlines have been submitting names of those who purchased their tickets early (like us) to the TSA for approval, and then those
passengers are allowed to go through the pre-check lanes. Presumably they hope the passengers will like it and perhaps pony up the
money to take advantage of it permanently.

So what happens in the pre-check lanes? Signs there direct passengers to leave shoes, belts, and jackets on rather than taking
them off and sending them through the x-ray machine. You also can leave computers and toiletries in your luggage rather than sending
them through the x-ray separately. The luggage scan seems to be fairly cursory, and neither Margaret nor I was asked to open anything.
Passengers themselves are directed either to a metal detector or to one of those strange full-body scan “sniffers”. I went through the
metal detector without incident (even with a metal belt buckle), while Margaret’s knee replacement apparently created an “anomaly” on
the sniff-scan. She was then patted down quickly and efficiently. News stories have talked about people waiting hours in security lines,
but it took us no more than ten minutes.
Our flight was not yet listed on the
departure display. However the people who
checked our bags had told us it should be
departing from Gate 56. We made our way clear
to the end of the concourse, where a single
waiting area served all the gates in the mid-50s.
The area was packed with a mob of people, but
somehow Margaret found two available seats.
Most of those were waiting to board a flight to
Tokyo and Bangkok, though the flight that was
actually at Gate 56 was going to Nashville.
Once we’d claimed seats, I set out to
explore the concourse. Because LAX has so
many self-contained terminals, the individual
concourses are actually fairly small That means
there’s very few choices for food and shopping.
The place I ended up patronizing was a
mall-like store that called itself the Farmers’
Market. Apparently the pre-packaged goods they
Crowd at Gate 56 – Los Angeles International Airport
sell here are also available at the well-known Los
Angeles Farmers’ Market near the LaBrea tar pits (which calls itself the “original” farmers’ market). My bet is that market is pretty far
removed from actual farmers, and the airport location takes it one step further away. I bought coffee there and also got a slice of
“homemade” pie. It was seriously overpriced, but it was tasty.
I knew from when I flew through LAX before that the airport features restaurants owned by celebrity chefs. We ate at one of
those today, a place called Skewers that is owned by Japanese “iron chef” Morimoto. This is a pan-Asian restaurant that (as the name
implies) specializes in food served on skewers. It wasn’t cheap, but compared to the pie it was really quite reasonable. Both Margaret
and I had chicken yakimota salad, which was excellent.
Eventually they put our flight up on the sign at Gate 56. Interestingly our flight (DL-101) was scheduled to fly from LAX to Atlanta
and then continue to Buenos Aires. It seemed that a lot of the flights out of Los Angeles had dual destinations. Gate 58, for instance,
was headed to JFK and then Shannon, Ireland. The vast majority of passengers appeared to be headed to the first destination in each
case, but there were a few who did appear to be through-ticketed.
Among the passengers headed to Atlanta was a family (a mother and two sons) sitting in the same part of the waiting lounge
that we were. One of the boys was wearing a T-shirt that commemorated the College Football Hall of Fame induction and in particular
an inductee from Georgia Tech named Hamilton. I wondered if this kid might himself be the inductee, particularly since the shirt had a
design that made it look like it had been presented to those who were honored. I looked it up once I got home and found out that the only
Hamilton from Georgia Tech to receive that honor was Joe Hamilton, a black quarterback. This guy was white and built more like a
lineman (as was the whole family, for that matter). I did find a guy on the Georgia Tech football roster (Michael Muns), who looked like
the kid at the airport, and it wouldn’t surprise me if he’d been a teammate of the hall-of-famer.
There was a business called Lemonade on the concourse, and a glass of fresh-squeezed California lemonade sounded good.
While they did serve that as a sideline, it turned out that Lemonade was mostly a soup and salad place, apparently specializing in “fresh,
organic” cuisine. We did manage to get some drinks, though, and they were refreshing. I also stopped by a store called I LA (with the
heart symbol instead of “love”), where I picked up a newspaper and some gum.
At about a quarter to one they finally began boarding our flight. Delta boards by zones, which seems to have more to do with
the price paid for a ticket than anything else. Northwest used to board from the back of the plane forward. That made sense, because it
kept the aisles free and the line moving. Delta boards people in all parts of the plane at the same time, which creates a traffic jam as
those near the front stow their bags and settle in. It took the better part of the forty minutes they’d allotted for everyone to board.
Margaret and I sat about halfway back on the left side (facing forward) of the 767. Technically my ticket was for the aisle seat
and hers was for the center, but we decided as we sat down to switch around. I must say that a couple minutes after making that decision
I regretted it. No sooner had we gotten settled than the window seat’s occupant showed up—an extremely obese man who literally
couldn’t fit into his seat. He kept the arm rest up, and he spread his legs throughout the whole flight, overflowing into about a third of my
seat space. I spent four hours leaning to my right, trying to avoid touching the guy. That, of course, caused Margaret to do the same
thing. It was not a pleasant flight.

Aside from being squashed the whole time, it was a fairly uneventful
flight. Margaret and I spent most of it thumbing through the magazine and
watching our plane’s progress on the monitors in the seats. We took off to
the east and fairly quickly rose above the mountains east of Los Angeles. It
was a very smooth ride overall.
There is no free food on flights these days, but they do serve coffee
and soft drinks. In fact the flight attendants came through the aisle again and
again serving drinks. It struck me they could have done this more efficiently.
Instead of giving people a can of pop or a bottle of juice, they just provided
tiny cups. The attendants would refill those as many times as you wanted.
If they’d just passed out the can to begin with, though, there wouldn’t have
been an issue with refills. I suppose they save a few cents on people who
don’t get refills, and everything on modern flights is about saving money.
The pilot told us that storms might delay us on arrival in Atlanta. We
Boarding Delta flight 101 at LAX
did circle a bit, and the landing was one of the roughest I’ve had in a while.
We also had another delay while we waited for a plane that was at our gate to push back before they’d let us arrive. Nonetheless, we
got to the gate at almost exactly our scheduled arrival time of 9:05pm. Apparently Delta pads their schedule at least as much as Amtrak.
Had we been flying on United or American, we would almost certainly have had a direct flight from LAX to O’Hare. Southwest
flies direct from Los Angeles to Midway, and that would also have been a good routing. As big as both airports are, though, there isn’t a
single nonstop flight between LAX and ORD on Delta. When we priced flights last fall the most direct routing was through Salt Lake City,
but that was also by far the most expensive. It was also possible to connect at any of Delta’s other hubs: Seattle, Minneapolis, Detroit,
New York, or Atlanta. We booked the cheapest possible fare (less than $150, including taxes), which is why we detoured into the Eastern
Time Zone to fly from California to Illinois.
I’d never been to Hartsfield—Jackson International Airport before, but I’d heard horror stories from people who had flown through
there. While our experience on this trip probably isn’t enough to fully judge, I certainly wouldn’t avoid flying through Atlanta in the future.
The part we saw reminded me a lot of the main terminal at MSP, and there I’ve certainly been through far worse airports.
We arrived at Gate A-10 and made our way fairly quickly through the jetway. We checked a TV that supposedly showed
connections, but we couldn’t locate anything that said “Chicago”. I asked an employee at the gate, who seemed rather annoyed and told
me to check the TV. It turned out that a single TV kept cycling through a variety of screens. Eventually we saw that our flight would be
leaving from A-20. At a major airport, that’s just about as close of a connection as we could have hoped for. We made the short walk
down there and had a seat at the gate.
We couldn’t help but notice that the ethnic mix of the passengers in Atlanta was very different than it had been in Los Angeles.
There is no ethnic majority in L.A. Asians, Hispanics, and Anglo whites were all well represented at LAX, with a handful of blacks for
good measure. On the other hand, Atlanta (like most of the South) is very much black and white. While there were a number of
announcements in Spanish at ATL (which, oddly, there weren’t at LAX), it didn’t seem that there were many passengers who would
appreciate them. They do have flights from Atlanta to places like Buenos Aires (and pretty much every other city on earth), but not a lot
of Hispanic Americans appear to use this airport.
One thing I liked about the Atlanta airport was that they had lots of businesses, and pretty much all of them were open late. I
bought coffee and a cinnamon roll that Margaret and I split at a nice bakery, and I also picked up the local newspaper at a newsstand.
The paper cost $2.00, which seems to be fast becoming the going rate everywhere. I actually had to fork over more than that, though.
In most places newspapers are either not taxable, or the tax is already included in the price. Apparently that’s not the case in Georgia,
though. Instead of two bucks, I actually had to pay $2.16. It made me wonder how they handle the tax at vending machines.
The whole airport seemed to be crawling with police. Some of them were at our gate, and while I was out buying coffee Margaret
watched some actual action there. A couple of officers patted down a woman in a wheelchair. Apparently they found nothing, but you
have to wonder about such a procedure when a passenger is already past security. The officers also questioned a young girl who was
sitting on her own. Her mother was getting food, and I gather the girl was a bit scared that the cops should think she had been abandoned.
Our flight (#1812) was scheduled to leave Atlanta at 10:50pm. Around ten o’clock the gate attendant announced that there
would be a delay because we had to wait for the flight attendants to arrive on a flight from Austin that was late. That flight had just landed,
but the attendants would have to deplane all the Austin passengers, make their way to our gate, and then do a safety check on our plane.
They now estimated our departure time would be 11:05pm, though we should still be arriving in Chicago on time. We crossed our fingers
that the last part would be true. On the plus side, this would allow extra time for our checked bags to make the transfer.
Since we had a bit more time to kill, I went to yet another airport business, the Atlanta staple Chick Fil-A. While the chain is
rapidly expanding all over the country, I still think of Chick Fil-A as the definitive southern fast food. Their first location was about two
miles west of the Atlanta airport, and the chain’s headquarters is just south of here. So, having one of their chicken sandwiches seemed
almost like a souvenir.
I’ve only had a Chick Fil-A sandwich once before. That was at the state speech contest, when their Sioux City outlet catered
the lunch line. I liked that sandwich, and I also enjoyed the one I had tonight. The chicken itself is surprisingly flavorful, and they have
an appropriate blend of toppings on the sandwich. It made a nice little supper.

The flight attendants arrived, and they began boarding our flight at 10:35pm. It was interesting as we walked down the jetway
to see a timer counting down the minutes and seconds until the gate would be closed. I’ve never seen that before. Apparently everyone
boarded quickly, because we actually pushed back shortly after 11pm, which would have been before that timer reached zero.
This was a much less crowded flight than our other one had been. It was a smaller plane, a 737, and only a little over half the
seats appeared to be occupied. While our row was not among the empty ones, it was much less cramped than what we’d endured earlier.
I was on the aisle this time, with Margaret in the center seat. There was a petite college-age girl by the window, and she slept the whole
time.
After leaving the gate, we spent almost twenty minutes on the ground taxiing before we finally took off. Margaret joked that it
seemed like we were driving all the way to Chicago. We did eventually make it to the air, though, and the flight was fairly routine. We
landed at 11:45 Central Time. We pulled up to the terminal quickly, but once again we had to wait for a departing plane to push back
before we could access the gate. It amazes me how often that happens. Airports will have dozens of empty gates, but they insist that
incoming flights use the ones that are already occupied. It was right at midnight when we finally made our way into the airport.
It’s been a long time since I’ve flown through O’Hare. I think the last time I was there was when I flew to Mexico in 1988, the
trip when Margaret’s husband Brian died. There was certainly nothing about Terminal 2 that seemed familiar, nor was there anything
about it that identified it as being in Chicago. It was just about as generic of an airport terminal as you could find anywhere.
We made our way to baggage claim and were pleased to arrive just as they started sending bags from our flight around the
carousel. Our bags came quickly, and we wheeled them down to the O’Hare ‘L’ station, which is under the Terminal 2 parking ramp.
Like many cities, Chicago charges a fare supplement if you board a train at the airport. Normally the CTA fare is $2.25, but if
you get on at O’Hare you have to pay $5. You can avoid this by using a pass, and before the trip I’d added one-day passes to two Ventra
cards for exactly that reason. Unfortunately Margaret had misplaced the card I’d given her, so the plan backfired. She did, however,
have her own Ventra card, and it had just over $5 in value on it. That worked to get her through the turnstile.
The digital clock in the CTA station read 12:20 when we made our way down to the platform. Normally it takes about forty-five
minutes to get from O’Hare to downtown Chicago, so I was hoping we’d be arriving shortly after 1am. Unfortunately this would not be a
typical trip. The Chicago ‘L’ is an old transit system. Even the newer parts (like the O’Hare branch of the blue line) are about forty years
old, so they need to do maintenance to keep things running as they should. Understandably they do most of that work in the wee hours.
While trains run around the clock, after midnight there can be long delays that make the schedule anything but reliable. We crawled
much of the way tonight, and there was a long wait for a northbound train to go through a section that was single-tracked. We did
eventually get downtown, but it seemed to take forever.
Aside from taking forever, the ride downtown was mostly uneventful. The vast majority of passengers had gotten on at the
airport and rode all the way to the Loop. I don’t think I’ve ever seen a time that any of the CTA stations were empty, though, and tonight
was no exception. Late night workers got on and off at all of them. Another feature of late night trains in Chicago is homeless people,
who ride back and forth between the terminals all night long. Usually these people just sleep on the train, but tonight our car had one
who was begging for food. Surprisingly, a young couple with luggage actually gave him some chips and fruit.
At took a little over an hour to get from O’Hare to Washington station in the Loop. Margaret and I exited there and walked
through the basement of the Block 37 mall. The mall had been closed for hours, but the hallway through its food court provides a roundthe-clock connection between the CTA blue and red lines.
We were surprised when we arrived on the red line platform to find there was just a three-minute wait before a northbound train
would arrive. Like the blue line, the red line was surprisingly busy at 1:30 in the morning, mostly with people headed to and from nightshift jobs. We were the only people with luggage on this train, and we rode north just one stop, where we got off.
It took just a second to get our bearings when we surfaced at Grand station, and it was a bit annoying when a loud and rather
loud homeless guy asked us where we were going. We ignored him, quickly oriented ourselves, and headed about four blocks east. Our
ultimate destination was the Inn of Chicago, a “boutique” hotel that’s part of Choice’s Ascend collection. Margaret had stayed at the Inn
of Chicago on several previous occasions, but this was the first time I’d been there. While we wouldn’t stay long enough to really judge,
from what I saw it was a fairly nice hotel—older, but pretty decently kept. If the rate was right, I’d certainly stay there again.
We made our way up to the fourteenth floor and quickly settled into our room. Margaret had a shower before retiring, but I went
straight to bed. It was a quarter to two when we finally arrived—well past time to get to sleep.

Our stay at the Inn of Chicago was free, this time a redemption from Margaret’s points. It’s good we weren’t paying, because
with our late arrival, I don’t think we’d have gotten much value out of our room. I was up at 8:30 this morning. I’d slept fairly decently,
but apparently Margaret found it more difficult to sleep. There’s no free breakfast at the Inn of Chicago, so we just repacked and checked
out. We were on our way at 9:30am, less than eight hours after our arrival.

It took a bit longer to get to the ‘L’ this morning than it had last night. That was partly due to the fact that there were far more
people on the street. For some reason, though, my bag was dragging badly. I’d discover later that one of the wheels was sideways, and
a bit of plastic had jammed up into the space above where the wheel turned. I’d had my old suitcase for more than twenty years with no
real problems; this one was barely a year old, and already it was falling apart.
We re-traced our steps to Grand station. Margaret bought a day pass for her card, and then we caught a train south to the Loop.
This time instead of transferring to the blue line, we surfaced and walked over to the Clark & Lake ‘L’ station. We caught a green line
train there and rode west to Clinton, which is a short walk from Union Station.
While we were done with traveling in sleeper, tonight we’d be heading back to Princeton in business class. That allowed us to
once again use the Metropolitan Lounge. We checked in and left our bags in the very crowded luggage room. Then we spent a while
enjoying some coffee and just relaxing a bit. It turned out that the emptiest part of the lounge was next to an area designed for children.
The couple of kids who were there were very good, but their TV was annoying. While the volume was set fairly low, it came through two
separate speakers that weren’t quite in sync. That provided a strange echo to soundtrack that I found very difficult to listen to.
After relaxing a bit in the lounge we walked down to the blue line Clinton station. Soon we boarded a train and rode over to
Western & Milwaukee. (There are actually two blue line stations called “Western”, so the cross-street is important.) Just south of here is
an entrance to a new running and bike path that is referred to both as the Bloomingdale Trail and “the 606” (after Chicago’s zip code
region). I had hiked this trail in its entirety last Christmas, and I thoroughly enjoyed it. Today was hot and humid, which made hiking the
whole three miles less appealing. Instead we covered about a third of it—enough for Margaret to get an idea of what it was without
getting both of us thoroughly exhausted.
The 606 is rather obviously modeled on New York’s High Line trail, which was itself based on similar projects in Europe. It’s
converted from an old railroad viaduct that had been abandoned for decades. The tracks were removed, and flowers and small trees
were planted along the side of the trail. The surrounding neighborhood has been rapidly gentrifying, and the sparkling new trail is right
at home in those posh surroundings.
We hiked over to Damen Avenue and then walked at street level to the Damen blue line station. We passed a number of stores
here that had their front doors wide open, letting their air conditioning out to the sidewalk. While that made it pleasant as we walked, I
couldn’t help but wonder how much energy was being wasted air conditioning the whole neighborhood.
We took the blue line downtown and
transferred once again to the red line. This time we
rode north to Clark & Division, a trendy area north of
downtown. Here we basically had breakfast for lunch.
We went to a restaurant I’d been to before called
Hansbrowns, whose specialty isn’t hard to figure out.
While they do serve burgers, salads, and a wide range
of egg dishes, it’s potatoes for which they are famous.
We both had what is probably their best dish, an item
called “killer hashbrowns”. This is really more like a
casserole than a side dish. It’s probably most similar to
the graduation staple called cheesy potatoes, though
with added crispiness. A mixture of hashbrowns,
cheese, and sour cream are baked into a thick slab. It’s
then chilled, and slices are cut, dipped in an egg wash,
and coated with crushed corn flakes. It’s then fried
and/or broiled (I’m not entirely sure which) to crisp up
the coating. The result looks almost like a serving of
lasagna. It’s tart and savory and really quite delicious.
After lunch we made our way back downtown.
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We browsed through Macy’s (the former Marshall Field
flagship). Neither of us bought a thing there, but we did pick up some stuff at the Nordstrom Rack outlet store.
Shopping had settled our lunch a bit, and now it was time for dessert. We caught a brown line train and headed northwest to
Montrose, which is the second location of Margie’s Candies, the famous ice cream parlor I’ve patronized on multiple occasions. We
figured on a hot day their original location (at Western & Milwaukee) would likely be crowded, which is why we went up to Montrose. I
had a fudge atomic sundae, the same thing the Beatles had (at the original location) after they played a concert at Comiskey Park in
1965. Margaret had a Swiss chocolate sundae, and both of us enjoyed our treats immensely.
We took the brown line down to Quincy station and walked over to the back entrance of Union Station. We made our way past
the Metra ticketing area and on to the Metropolitan Lounge. We reclaimed our luggage and then just sat around and relaxed. We got
some drinks, and I also took a couple of granola bars to eat later.
At 5:30 they called our train for boarding. When we got to the front of the lounge, the TV there showed “delayed”, and when we
arrived at the gate, the attendant seemed perturbed t see us. We ended up boarding almost immediately, though, and the train left just
three minutes behind schedule.

Normally the Illinois Zephyr rushes along on the Metra express tracks through the city and the near west suburbs. Today we
crawled along very slowly, though. When we finally stopped in LaGrange, they announced why. Storms were on their way, and right
now there was a high wind warning in northeast Illinois. That restricted the train’s speed to just 20mph, less than a third of what it normally
does. We continued to crawl to Naperville, where it began to rain quite heavily. The rain continued as we made our way west to Plano.
There the sun came out, and apparently the wind velocity went down. We went at full speed from there west to Princeton, arriving about
twenty minutes behind schedule, right at 8pm.
My car was right where I left it, and it started up quickly. We drove up to the I-80 interchange, where we turned left into the
parking lot of the Econolodge, a hotel both of us had been to several times before. They had obviously had quite a storm here, too, since
when we arrived two employees were mopping and using a shop vacuum to clear up water that had flooded in the breakfast room. The
woman who was working put down her mop, and she quickly checked us in.
After settling into the room I headed to a Wendy’s across the parking lot from the Econolodge. They’d obviously also had
flooding there, too, though no one had bothered mopping up the water. I bought a chili for myself, and Margaret had requested a medium
frosty. The sizes at Wendy’s are strange. Small frosties are on their dollar menu, and they’re barely enough for a snack. Medium is
really two sizes larger. They cost $2.29 and seemed more like a size I’d call “large”. There are two more sizes beyond that, the largest
of which has to be a full half gallon of ice cream.
We watched a bit of TV, but settled into be4d fairly quickly. Hopefully a good night’s sleep tonight would make up for the short
night we’d had after the flights.

We were up fairly late this morning, and I think both of us did sleep pretty decently. We just picked at the pitiful breakfast they
had at the Econolodge, but we were able to fill our travel mugs with fairly decent coffee. About 8:30 we checked out and were on our
way.
When we had come through on the 4th of July the construction in Illinois had been closed down for the holiday. It was out in full
force today, though. More than half of the distance between Princeton and the Quad Cities was coned off, and there were several active
work areas. It took longer than it normally would, but we did manage to make it through all right.
We fought heavy traffic on I-80 from Davenport over to Iowa City. Surprisingly, though, when we turned onto I-380, things
lightened up significantly. We headed north to Wilson Avenue in Cedar Rapids. I remember this exit from my childhood, because when
they were constructing I-380 this was where we had to exit to take the old highway up to my grandparents’ home. We’d always turn left
at Wilson Avenue, passing a fire station and an adult bookstore (Danish Book World) that was always a major landmark for a teenaged
boy. Today, though, we turned right and headed into a part of Cedar Rapids I’d never been to before.
Our drive today was nearly silent. Margaret had been talkative throughout the trip, but this morning she seemed unusually quiet.
Had I been driving on my own, I’d likely have put in an audiobook or perhaps started singing to myself. As it was, though, I just kept on
driving in silence.
Our destination this morning was the National Czech and Slovak Museum, which is located just south of the river on the east
side of Cedar Rapids. This is one of those attractions I’ve always vaguely wanted to see, but I never found the time to stop by there. The
museum was badly flooded in 2008 and was relocated to a brand new building on a hill overlooking the river. A woman who was a bit
too helpful (and honestly a bit of a busybody) greeted us and took out money. Then we made our way around the museum.
The first thing we saw was a special exhibit called the
Bohemian Boudoir, which we found out would be closing this
weekend. To quote their brochure, this exhibit “showcases glass
crystal perfume bottles and bedroom accessories, hand-crafted in
the Bohemia region of Czechoslovakia (now the Czech Republic) in
the 1920s and 1930s”. They call this “vanity glass”, and it really is
quite lovely. They displayed much of it on furniture from the era,
which made for an interesting exhibit.

Bohemian Boudoir exhibit
National Czech and Slovak Museum – Cedar Rapids, Iowa

Next we toured the Sleger Immigrant Home, a small
clapboard house that is set up in back of the main museum. Five
generations of the same family lived here, spanning the time frame
from 1890 all the way up to 1984. The little cottage was repeatedly
grandfathered in as construction and zoning ordinances changed.
While it was modernized somewhat over the years, it never did have
indoor plumbing—the last home in the city without it. The house
is not the sort of thing you see preserved very often. It’s newer and
more comfortable than a log cabin, but much smaller and less
ornate than an old Victorian home. It was interesting to see.

After seeing the house, we saw their other special exhibit, a collection of Andy Warhol’s later work. This was not as extensive
as what I’d seen at the Warhol Museum in Pittsburgh, but it was interesting to see. I’d assumed that since this museum was featuring
his work, Warhol must have been of either Czech or Slovak descent. It turns out he was neither. His parents immigrated to America
from Slovakia, but they were actually Rusyn people, an ethnic minority group in that country. (Today this same group is referred to as
Carpo-Ukrainian.) Warhol grew up speaking the Rusyn language,, though he thought he was speaking Slovakian. He only realized his
actual ancestry when as an adult he tried to speak with a girlfriend who was Slovakian, and the two couldn’t understand each other.
The final exhibit was by
far the largest part of the museum.
Called Faces of Freedom, it
portrays the immigrant experience.
They trace the reasons people
chose to leave their homelands
(which in central Europe were more
often political than economic),
explain what life was like while
traveling to America and when
finding themselves in a new land,
and tell how cultural traditions were
maintained in the New World.
It amazed me just how
recently many Czechs and Slovaks
came to this country. The vast
majority came in the 20th Century,
mostly because of one of the two
world wars. This was less of a
surprise to Margaret, who taught in
a heavily Czech community in
northeast Iowa for many years.
Most of her students were the
grandchildren of immigrants, and
Posters in Faces of Freedom exhibit
some even had immigrant parents. No one thinks of Czech-Americans as “immigrants” today, but the old world is not far behind them.
We left the museum and made our way back to I-380. Our route took us through the Cedar Rapids neighborhood known as the
Czech Village. The businesses here (mostly antique shops) do appear to be Czech-owned, but the surrounding neighborhood looks to
be mostly African-American. That reminded me of one of my favorite neighborhoods in Chicago, the formerly Czech Pilsen area that
today is almost entirely Latino. It made me wonder if there’s any neighborhood in 21 st Century America that is predominantly Czech.
We headed north and stopped for lunch at Panera in Waterloo. I had French onion soup in a bread bowl, while Margaret had a
berry salad. It was a tasty and satisfying meal.
We continued up Avenue of the Saints, pausing for gas ($1.869) in Clear Lake. Then we headed north on I-35 to the Twin Cities.
I’d made a point redemption reservation at the Quality Inn in Eagan. This hotel used to be a Holiday Inn Express, and it’s where Margaret
and I stayed when we flew to Hawaii years ago. Changing to a Quality Inn is trading down, but it’s still a pretty decent place to stay.
We settled in the room quickly and changed into nicer clothes. Then we drove north to a park-and-ride in Bloomington and
caught a train to downtown Minneapolis. We got off at the Downtown East station, which is right next to the new U.S. Bank Stadium
where the Vikings will be playing this fall. It’s a very modern and strangely angular facility, but I actually rather like it. It certainly looks
better than the Metrodome ever did.
We headed about four blocks north of the station to Kim-Dee, a nice Thai restaurant we’d been to on a couple of previous
occasions. I had pad thai for dinner, and Margaret had curry. My dish was very good, but Margaret thought the meat in hers tasted
spoiled. We had dessert as well. Margaret had a blood orange sorbet, and I had sticky rice with mango slices. It was a very nice dinner
overall.
Our ultimate destination tonight was the famous Guthrie Theatre, where we had tickets to see our second show of the trip. We
arrived about ten minutes before the 7:30 showtime and quickly found our seats, which were in the very back row of the theatre.
Unfortunately they didn’t actually start the show until about 7:45. That’s a pet peeve of mine. I’m annoyed when the curtain doesn’t open
on time for a high school show, and I see even less excuse for it at a professional theatre.
The show we were here to see was South Pacific. I think it’s been fifteen years since I last saw that show, and it was good to
see it again. Like many modern musicals, they used a skeleton set that just alluded to the different scenes, but it worked s urprisingly
well. The acting and music were excellent, and while the multiethnic cast wasn’t historically accurate, it didn’t call attention to itself either.
We had an interesting experience on our way back to the hotel. While walking back to the light rail station we passed an elderly
couple with walkers who were making their way up the hill. The man mostly muttered to himself, but the woman asked me how the train
worked and how they could get to Mall of America. I was happy to explain that to her, but it turned out they really didn’t want to go to Mall
of America. Instead they were trying to catch a cab to a hotel in Bloomington (the Home 2 by Hilton, which was on the oddly named 80½

Street). Their hotel shuttle had dropped them off at the 28 th Avenue light rail station, but it stopped running at 10:30pm. The shuttle driver
had implied they could get a cab at Mall of America to get back to the hotel. That may be possible, but I had no clue where cabs arrived
and had never seen them anywhere near the light rail station. (It turns out they queue on a street between the mall and Ikea, which would
be about a two-block walk from the station.)
I asked some of the other people on the platform for their advice. Strangely, most of those waiting weren’t actually from the
Twin Cities. It made me wonder if Metro Transit realizes just how popular the light rail is with tourists. One woman eventually suggested
that the couple’s best bet might be the Humphrey Terminal at the airport. The terminal and its cab rank are fairly close to the light rail
station there (across a parking ramp), and it’s much less confused than the main Lindbergh Terminal. We were able to get them safely
to that stop, and a pilot (who like all Delta crews at MSP was parked in the cheap Humphrey ramp and had taken the train to get to the
main terminal) was able to get them to the actual taxi rank. Hopefully they made it to their hotel all right.
While we were traveling southward, transit cops boarded the train and asked everyone for tickets. I’d put mine in my wallet, and
I got it out as soon as the officers boarded. Margaret bumbled around for hers, but she couldn’t find it. Fortunately when we’d bought
the six-hour passes back at the park-and-ride, she’d requested a receipt from the vending machine. She had that receipt, and (as the
cop said), “you can’t have a receipt if you don’t have a ticket”. He just smiled at her and moved on to other passengers.
It was about 11:30 when we finally got back to the hotel. We settled into bed quickly and called it a night.

This was another short night. We were intentionally up at 6:30am, because we wanted to cram in a lot on our last day of the
trip.
This Quality Inn has a fairly nice breakfast, probably a carryover from its days as another brand. I enjoyed eggs, sausage,
muffins, yogurt, and an English muffin, as well as cranberry juice and coffee. Margaret is less of a breakfast fan than I am, but she also
filled up at the buffet.
We drove up to northern Minnesota and spent pretty much the whole morning visiting with my brother Steve. We bought gas at
a new Casey’s in Sandstone, which seems to have just about the cheapest gas in Minnesota--$2.099 a gallon. We also had a slice of
Casey’s pizza and some potato cheese puffs for lunch.
After stopping in Sandstone we drove back south, through the Twin Cities and onward to Austin—about three and a half hours
all together. Traffic is always heavy on weekends in Minnesota, and everyone seemed to be trying to get an early start heading to the
lakes today. It was jam-packed for most of the trip.
We stopped in Austin at another of those places I’ve always wanted
to go to, but never actually had—the Spam Museum. Hormel is one of the
major employers in my hometown, and I’ve heard about the museum
sponsored by their Austin headquarters many times. While Austin is only two
hours from Algona, it’s not a place I go with any frequency. It was kind of
nice to finally get the chance to see the place.
The museum tells the history of Hormel (which owns dozens of other
brands, including non-meat products like Skippy peanut butter and Muscle
Milk protein supplements). They gloss over what actually happens at a
packing plant, but they certainly brag about the end result.
The place is called the Spam museum, and the focus is on Hormel’s
most famous product. They trace the history of canned meat and point out
the minimal ingredient list used to make (sodium nitrate is the only
preservative). They also have recollections of GIs who ate Spam regularly
during World War II.

Sculpture outside Spam Museum
Austin, Minnesota

A large part of the museum is devoted to Spam’s popularity around
the world. We knew about Hawaii (which has its own exhibit in the museum),
but Spam is popular in much of Asia and also in Latin America, Britain, and
Australia. They show when and why Spam was first introduced in those
places, show unique flavors that are available only in certain countries, and
note special ways Spam is incorporated into various cuisines.

There’s an enormous and very good gift shop at the museum. Among other things, they have all those unique international
varieties of Spam, as well as regular cans and vacuum sealed individual slices of the product. I picked up a can of Teriyaki flavored
Spam and a slice of the traditional canned meat.

Spam ingredients – from the Hormel website
Beyond food they sell just about everything you could imagine that could conceivably have the Spam name or logo on it. Being
a math teacher, I was amused to pick up a calculator with a Spam logo on it. There’s also clothing, glassware, jewelry, plush toys, ice
scrapers, fly swatters, and a “canjo” musical instrument made from Spam cans. It’s all priced quite affordably, which of course provides
good advertising for the company.
We drove from Austin down to Clear Lake, where
we bought gas again. From there it was just a short ride
home. We obviously had quite a storm in Algona while I
was gone. The clocks were blinking when I got back, and
when I looked out on the deck, the dinette I have out there
had blown over and knocked over part of the clothesline I’d
strung.
For supper tonight we had contrasting meat. I
fried up both real ham and the Spam I’d bought at the
museum. I’ll never be a great fan of Spam, but I must say
this was better than I remembered. In my mind I pictured
Spam as chunky and somewhat gristly, while this was
smooth—almost like a square slice of hot dog meat. I
wonder if they aren’t using a different process than they
did in the past, perhaps with the pork equivalent of “pink
slime”. While that sounds unappetizing, I found the texture
much more palatable than I was expecting. I certainly
won’t be rushing out to buy more, but it was interesting to
try the stuff again.

Knocked-over table on David Burrow’s deck
I unpacked fairly quickly, though I’d spend a couple of days trying to truly get caught up from being gone. Even today (two
weeks later) I keep coming across things that still need my attention.

As I finish writing this, the talking heads on TV are parsing the political conventions and the different views they represent.
Strangely, that reminds me of something I forgot to include earlier in this write-up. While few people today seem to remember it, the
Sunset Limited was the target of one of the worst acts of terrorism in our nation’s history. Part of the reason that the Sunset Limited now
goes from Maricopa to Yuma instead of going via Phoenix is that in 1995 the tracks west of Phoenix were sabotaged. The tracks west
of Phoenix were purposely set out of alignment, but the electrical connection that signals the engineer of track problems was bypassed.
At 1:30 in the morning the train passed through at full speed, with no indication that anything was wrong. Ten cars derailed, and four of
them fell off a thirty-foot trestle into a gulch below. Amazingly, while seventy-eight people were injured, only one died in the attack.
Afterwards the Union Pacific never rebuilt the tracks, which is why today the train goes to the south.
Materials left at the derailment site credited the attack to a group called Sons of Gestapo, though twenty-one years later no one
has been charged with carrying out the crime. The Sunset Limited sabotage occurred shortly after the bombing at the federal building in
Oklahoma City and was part of a string of domestic terrorist attacks in the ‘90s. These days the term “terrorism” is rarely used in attacks

by white Americans. We tend to think these days that terrorists have to be people from foreign countries, but extremist groups in our own
country. Sadly a lot of those have come to the surface in the wake of this year’s election.
Aside from the Sunset Limited tragedy, seeing the conventions right after making this trip really drives home the different visions
the candidates have of our country. While I’m not a huge fan of Hillary Clinton, there’s just no way I could ever bring myself to vote for
Donald Trump. Besides being arrogant, Trump seems to want people to believe that diversity in America is a bad thing. To me that
diversity is one of the greatest strengths our country has. It’s the vast variety of people I found in California that make me love the place,
and the differences in our country’s regions that make me love to travel.
People have already asked me a number of questions about this trip. Among the most common were whether it was hot in
California and whether we were affected by the fires. For the most part the weather was lovely, and it was significantly cooler than it’s
been in Iowa. It was beautiful near the coast, and not too bad inland. While it was hazy most mornings, we didn’t even notice much of
the smog that L.A. is famous for. The fires were well north of the city, so fortunately they didn’t affect us. It might have been an issue if
we’d taken a day trip north to Ventura or Santa Barbara, but everywhere we went was fine.
The other main thing people asked was what was our favorite thing. At the risk of cheating, I’d say the entire day we went down
to Capistrano and Oceanside. I thoroughly enjoyed everything we did that day. If I were forced to pick a single thing, it would probably
be the time we spent at Oceanside Pier—pretty much the ultimate California experience.
Really, though, I loved this entire trip. The dinner in New Orleans was outstanding, the plays we saw were great, all the
sightseeing we did throughout the trip was interesting, and I loved the train trip on the Sunset Limited. It’s a trip I’ve wanted to do for
years, and I’m glad to have finally checked it off the list.

